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Executive Summary 
Hvordan implementerer globale virksomheder i dag corporate branding strategier, 

og med hvilke regionale og kulturelle forbehold? I denne kandidatafhandling har vi 

søgt svaret på foregående spørgsmål, og vores løsning er et globalt brand 

ambassador program med plads til regionale afvigelse og forbehold. Vi har designet 

afhandlingen som et case studie, med udgangspunkt i kemi-virksomheden, 

Novozymes. Afhandlingen er, kvalitativt set, bygget primært på interviews med 

nøglepersoner i Novozymes, fra den øverste ledelse i Danmark til lokale managers i 

Indien og Kina. Kvantitativt bygger afhandlingen primært på undersøgelsen “Guld 

Image”, foretaget af IFO og Mannov, som er den største image undersøgelse i 

Danmark. Derudover tager afhandlingen afsæt i den tredelte behovspyramide 

Novozymes selv anvender når de skal vurdere deres involveringsniveau i de givne 

markeder. Akademisk tager afhandlingen afsæt i to teoretiske paradigmer; det 

funktionalistiske eksemplificeret ved Schultz og Hatch’s VCI-model, og det 

socialkonstruktivistiske eksemplificeret ved kritisk diskursteori. Efter at have 

analyseret de fremtrædende værdier i Novozymes-organisationen anvendte vi VCI 

modellen til at analyserer og strukturer case-virksomhedens situation. Resultatet af 

denne analytiske øvelse kigger vi dernæst på igennem den socialkonstruktivistiske 

linse. I denne analyse kom vi frem til, at det corporate brand kan anskues som en 

diskurs, og at når man ser brandet som sådan, så kan man analysere hvordan det 

fungere som en struktur for organisationens medlemmer. I analysen blev det 

åbenlyst, at denne diskursive struktur befinder sig i et dynamisk, gensidigt 

skabende forhold med organisationsmedlemmernes identit og derigennem deres 

måde at se verden på. Baseret på denne erkendelse kom vi frem til vores 

løsningsforslag, som går ud på at skabe et brand amassador program for 

medarbejderne lokalt. Den diskurs som vi ser et corporate brand som, vil på denne 

måde blive tilpasset de konkurrerende diskurser i organisationen, samt de 

regionalspecifikke kulturelle diskurser landene i mellem. Vi foreslår at dette 

program skal rulles ud i tre faser baseret på vores omfattende strategisk analyse. 
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1. Introduction and the situation in Novozymes 

This thesis is an academic analysis of how global companies should adapt their 

overarching corporate branding strategy to fit the context of the post-modern, 

globalized reality. This issue is relevant in itself, as companies today have to 

communicate with people of very different cultural and socio-economic 

backgrounds both internally and externally. It is known that people will receive and 

understand communication according to the cultures they are situated in (Cheney et 

al., 2004). This means that the same communicative work, such as a corporate brand, 

can and will be understood differently by different stakeholders. 

  

Departing from a business communication background, it becomes more obvious 

that people cannot avoid interpreting the organizational communication, in this case 

the corporate branding communication, based on their on personal beliefs, history 

and ideology, i.e. their culture and identity.  The before mentioned globalized reality 

thus means that international companies now more than ever will have to make 

sure that the messages they communicate to their stakeholders can be received as 

favorably as possible by any and all stakeholders. An example in this concrete case 

is that people in the Indian subsidiary of a Danish company might perceive the 

words and meanings in a corporate brand strategy very differently from how the 

Danish employees would. The very interesting question then is how can the 

organization ensure that their corporate brand is perceived in a way the 

management wants it to be perceived?  Consequently, we believe this question must 

be answered through a mixture of different theoretical paradigms. We do not 

believe that classic, functionalistic corporate branding theory is sufficient to explain 

and predict all the micro and macro mechanisms that constitute the reality of the 

interplay of co-created meaning. 

  

To get as close to the reality as possible, we will approach the research question 

from several different academic paradigms; functionalistic corporate branding 

theory as represented by Majken Schultz and Mary Jo Hatch´s Vision-Culture-Image 
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model (From here on the VCI-model), shown below, social constructivism where 

communication constitutes organization and vice versa, and finally through a 

perspective that focuses on how leadership on the individual level will influence the 

successful implementation of a corporate branding strategy on both management 

and employee level.  To answer our research question, we found that one way to 

apply a global brand strategy, at least in the case of Novozymes, is to produce it from 

a global perspective, implemented locally. Furthermore we have approached the 

research question from various theoretical paradigms and the outcome of these 

various scopes and perspectives is a Brand Ambassador Program, appointing local 

brand ambassadors, responsible for specifying the current position of the brand, 

internally and externally, keeping headquarters updated with both the internal 

perception as well as the external when it comes to the Novozymes brand, and co-

responsible for implementing the overall global brand strategy, adapted to fit the 

regional market. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: VCI model, Schultz & Hatch. 

 

It is our belief that we will need to approach this subject from all said paradigms in 

order to give advice that is not only case specific, but that will also be applicable on a 

broader academic level in order to but our findings here into a format of interest for 

our academic peers at large. 
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As a result of this, the thesis at hand is a study of how global, multi-cultural 

organizations should design and implement their corporate branding strategies in 

the post-modern context. 

2. Research question 

Departing from the concrete case of Novozymes, we wish to examine how a 

contemporary global branding strategy should be applied to face the challenges of 

post-modern, globalized business environment. We therefore ask the research 

question:  

How can organizations today apply global corporate branding strategies to 

successfully face the challenges of a post-modern context? 

As explained before, we will seek to answer the question by applying relevant 

academic theory on a specific case. The end-result of the thesis work at hand is an 

extrapolation of the case specific findings to a general level of academic merit. 

Consequently, this thesis should not be seen as a specific business report of interest 

only to the case company at hand, but rather as a contribution to the academic field 

of organizational theory at large. 

The merit of our contribution to the academic field is in the fact that we will apply 

theories from different academic paradigms to utilize both the interpretive and 

normative natures of the applied paradigms. The reader can find more on our 

thoughts on this subject in the section on epistemological theory.  
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3. Reading guide 

Because our approach in this thesis is a mixed method of different academic 

paradigms applied directly a concrete case, we will here give the reader a short 

introduction to the following sections of the paper at hand. We will introduce the 

purpose and main findings of each section of the thesis to give a clear vision of the 

common thread to the problem approach. 

3.1 Introduction 

To get the reader on the same page as us, we start with a description of the case 

situation. Here, we explain the parameters of the case situation that we deem salient 

for the thesis per se. In broad terms, it accounts for the initiatives the case company, 

Novozymes, have carried out before that we deem to have an influence on how a 

future corporate branding strategy should be carried out. 

3.2 Method, Epistemology and empirical data 

In the chapter on methodology, we explain our research method, our 

epistemological approach and how we gathered empirical data. It explains how our 

approach is of mixed methods in that we both use positive, quantitative data as well 

as interpretive, qualitative data. We introduce the reader to our thoughts on 

inferring knowledge from positive data in an interpretive manner, and we conclude 

that our case problem is of a nature where this mixed approach is ideal if we are to 

get as true a picture of the reality as possible. In this way, we present the two 

primary data sources; the interviews, the questionnaires and the secondary data 

taken from the corporate website and brochures etc. 

3.3 Interview technique 

We go on to talk about the techniques and methods we applied when conducting 

interviews: the partially structured interview. We used this approach because we 

needed to frame the interview subjects (i.e. themes, not persons), but we still 

wanted an open-ended structure where the interviewed organizational member 

could influence the direction of the interview.  
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3.4 Validity and reliability 

 Finally, we discuss the validity and reliability of our findings. We note that our 

methodological approach here is again of a mixed methods nature in that we seek to 

combine the validity of concise positivistic primary data with qualitative 

interpretations of these. Therefore, we hold that if our positive primary data is valid, 

and our interpretation and application of these is coherent and transparent, we will 

make correct conclusions and the answer to our case problem will therefore also be 

both applicable and of academic interest. 

3.5 Theory 

In this section we present and apply various theories, presenting relevant theory 

and exemplifying how the theory can be applied to the business case at hand. 

3.5.1 Theory: Values in Novozymes 

Next, we delve on the values of the Novozymes organization, and how to best assert 

change in them.  We demonstrate that the best way to apply the values normatively 

is through the process-oriented approach that weighs action over words and 

leadership over management. 

3.5.2 Theory: VCI 

This is followed by an introduction to one of the theoretical bedrocks of this thesis, 

the VCI model. In the VCI section, we analyze how the values of the company is 

mutually influenced by the vision of the management and the image held by relevant 

external stakeholders. This is done by applying the VCI model to Novozymes 

situation, to cater for the case specific parameters i.e. that Novozymes is a b2b, high 

knowledge organization that sells products to other companies’ production chains. 

In the image analysis, we focus on the potential perception gap between employees, 

management on the internal side, and key stakeholders on the external. We argue 

that the nature of the business and the organizational culture of Novozymes is so 

that if Novozymes is not perceived in the right manner by the external key 

stakeholders, the employees will experience a incongruity and inconsistency 
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between their identity and their circumstances. This is we argue is a problem on the 

individual level but we also we engage in analytical work to extrapolate the 

consequences of this discrepancy on a macro level to show how this will in fact 

influence the business and strategic position of Novozymes negatively. 

3.5.3 Theory: Organizational identity 

After having introduced the fundamental principle of applying a social 

constructivistic lens on the VCI model in general and the case problem specifically, 

we go on to discuss why identity is an all important phenomenon to grasp if one is 

the do this kind of analysis.  

3.5.4 Theory: Social Constructivism 

In the theory section on social constructivism, we argue for why it is not only 

appropriate, but in fact necessary for our purpose to depart from the functionalistic 

lens of the VCI model to approach the case in the paradigm of critical social 

constructivism. We argue that this paradigm will enable us to analyze the mutually 

constitutive relationship between identity, image and culture, to grasp the 

mechanism that influences the corporate brand on both a micro level of the 

individual level and the macro level of the organization and its circumstances. 

3.5.5 Theory: Leadership at the local level 

In the section on leadership at the local level, we focus on the individual 

organizational members and their inherent, potential leadership traits. This is a 

consequence of the focus on the individual agent in the section before. In this 

section we analyze current leadership theory to create a framework for analysis 

later on. This framework is focused on creating a normative structure for the 

individual organizational member to act within. We argue that leadership is a trait 

that can be used normatively by the management to stir the corporate brand in the 

desired direction. 
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3.5.6 Theory: Living the brand 

After having talked about how the phenomenon of leadership can be used 

normatively, we delve on the theory of ‘living the brand’. Here, we apply the lens of 

the living the brand theory to analyze the importance for Novozymes of doing what 

they say. That is, when the corporate brand promises one thing, it is of utmost 

importance that each individual employee follows up on this in their day to day 

business. We bring the phenomenon of a corporate brand down to the micro level of 

the employee. 

3.6 Analysis 

In this section, we use various theoretical models to analyse the business case of 

Novozymes. We do so by first applying the VCI model, using Living the brand theory, 

looking into leadership theory and end the section with analyzing through a social 

constructivist scope. 

3.6.1 Analysis - VCI: Vision 

In this chapter, we go through the interviews we have conducted with members of 

Novozymes executive management. Here, we learn that the vision of CEO Steen 

Risgård is for Novozymes to hit the right balance between better business, cleaner 

environment and better lives, and that the vision for the business is to become 

strategic partners with the customers. This statement we present to three 

marketing managers from three different Novozymes divisons. We learn that all 

three managers happen to hold the same vision as Steen Risgård. We then go on to 

draw parallels to the Living the Brand theory in stating that it is essential for the 

employees to ‘live the brand’ if they are to delivery every time to secure a position 

as strategic partner. 

3.6.2 VCI: Culture 

In this section we analyse the Novozymes culture, acknowledging that culture is a 

phenomenon difficult to grasp, especially for outsiders. We therefore turn to Edgar 

Schein’s culture theory where we can look to the organizational artifacts and 
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through them work our way back to the beliefs, values and basic assumptions that 

defines the culture. The outcome of this analysis is that, the culture is defined by 

‘industrial leadership’ and ‘social responsibility’.  

3.6.3 VCI: Image 

By analyzing external image surveys and internal interviews, we conclude that 

Novozymes holds a different image with different stakeholders. We also argue that 

it is possible for Novozymes to work normatively with this fact by dividing 

stakeholders into three main categories related to how deep Novozymes are in their 

value chain: supplier of goods, developer of the supply chain, and strategic business 

consultant.  

3.6.4 Living the brand 

We then go on to analyze what the findings in the VCI model means for the 

perspective of living the brand. The conclusion we come to here is that the 

corporate branding strategy should leave room for the employees to live the brand 

on three different levels, depending on where in the market Novozymes is. 

3.6.5 Leadership´s role for Corporate Branding 

Based on the previous thesis work, this is where we introduce our brand 

ambassador solution for the first time. In this section, we approach the problem of 

creating as global corporate branding strategy in a post-modern context as a 

‘wicked’ problem because it is highly ambiguous and complex. We argue why 

leadership is the solution to a problem of wicked nature. 

3.6.6 Social Constructivism 

In this chapter, we delve on how the organizational members will make sense of this 

corporate brand strategy. We go on to analyze how this ambassador program is an 

‘alternative practice’ in the organization. Approached like this, the brand 

ambassador program will be fueled by the undercurrents of resistance that are in 

any given organization. This again will make the employees feel empowered. 
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3.6.7 Brand Strategy 

The strategy consists of three steps, which are repeated in a process-oriented manor, 

never ending circle, as constant evaluation, improvement and implementation is 

required. The three steps are:  

1. Creating a strong culture and thereby global brand coherency, through the 

values of Novozymes 

2. Specification of level of awareness of Novozymes in regions 

3. Implementation of brand and marketing tools in the local region 

 

The strategy is furthermore based on where the Novozymes brand is on an 

awareness scale developed specifically for this thesis. Local markets, represented by 

local brand ambassadors, are responsible for the local implementation.  

The strategy is developed on the basis of the above mentioned three levels, with 

elements for each level of customer expectations, the levels being strategic, supply 

chain and hygienic. 

3.6.8 Conclusion 

In the conclusion, we draw on the findings from our previous analysis and strategic 

work to give advice on how organizations today should apply corporate branding 

strategies to face the challenges of the post-modern context. This is revealed 

through a critical analysis of the VCI model in which reveals shortcomings in the 

current way scholars and practitioners alike approach the model. As a response to 

this, we suggest how the model could instead be approached, and give specific 

examples, based on our analytical and strategic work. The end result is that we 

answer our research question by advising how companies to apply corporate 

branding strategies in the global, post-modern context. 
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4. Structural overview 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2:  Thesis structure, own adaption. 
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5. The case of Novozymes 

In the following, you will read a brief introduction to where Novozymes are, culture 

and brand wise. The reason for this is that with a stance in the VCI model, which will 

be described later in the thesis, the culture of a company appears to be a good place 

to start when building a brand. Furthermore, a brief description of the Novozymes 

brand will follow. 

5.1 Values and culture 

After having talked to people in the organization, it has become clear to us that 

Novozymes has successfully developed and implemented new values through 

means of campaigning or what Karmark refers to as the use of the “The marketing 

and communications perspective”, the value pamphlet (shown to us by Brand 

Director Jesper Frederiksen) being the most obvious example, though we do 

acknowledge the level of involvement of employees in Novozymes. One could argue 

that the inclusion of employee´s is a hybrid model (Karmark, 2005: 117), as this has 

been done through a controlled bottom-up approach, where employees in 

Novozymes, have participated in debates all around the world, with the 

participation of members from executive management. Head of HR, Michael Almer 

explains: “Having the CEO present, it is simply the most powerful signal you can send 

to the employees.” (Michael Almer, case session 28th of April, 2011). When 

developing the new values, Novozymes has had a strong emphasis on how the 

company interacts with the outside world, rather than on which technologies the 

company uses and how the technologies function, exemplified by going from “Inside 

out” to “Outside in” and going from “10 in 10” to “Change the world” (Head of 

Corporate Positioning, Mads Madsen, case session 28th of April, 2011). The view is 

further expressed by Head of Corporate Communications, Jeppe Glahn: “It is not just 

a question of opening up the organization, but of opening up in the right ways, i.e. 

integrate platforms that address as many aspects of the organization, together with 

the outside world.” (Case session, 26th of May, 2011). 
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5.2 The brand 

Though the Novozymes brand is strong and well known in Denmark, this is not the 

case when looking at other regional markets. The CEO of Novozymes Steen Risgaard 

divides Novozymes offerings to customers in three differentiation segments; 

hygienic factors where parameters like price and time aspect are decisive, supply 

chain factors where parameters such as quality and customization are decisive, and 

strategic, where Novozymes helps rethink tomorrow for their customers. Depending 

on where the brand is, image wise, the customers will have differing expectations, 

which holds implications for the brand as the image and identity of Novozymes 

should be aligned. We will investigate how to manage this issue globally, or in other 

words; how can Novozymes apply a global corporate branding strategy to 

successfully face the challenges of a post-modern context? 

6. Method, epistemology and empirical data 

In this section, we will present the reader for our research method, epistemology 

and the way we have collected and applied empirical data. First, the epistemological 

considerations regarding positivism and constructivism will be explained, this is 

followed by a theoretical methodology, and lastly a review of data collection and 

interview technique. 

 

Epistemology refers to the study of nature and scope of knowledge, and how it 

evolves and interacts with practice and societal development as a whole (Andersen, 

2003:17). There are, within Epistemology, two dominant approaches; Positivism 

and social constructivism. Positivism views the world as a material entity which can 

be measured and weighed, which leads to a final and fixed results concerning a 

scientific problem (Andersen, 2003:34). Social constructivism on the other hand, 

views reality as a social construction, a product of the individual’s subjective, and 

relative, conception of the world (Rasmussen et al., 2006: 47-48). 

 

As part of our objective is to view the case study from as many angles as possible, 
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the thesis will include both qualitative and quantitative methods, what Andersen 

(2003) describes as method triangulation (Andersen, 2003). According to Andersen 

(2003), method triangulation occurs when scholars combine ”forskellige metoder til 

at belyse det samme fænomen” (Andersen, 2003: 208). We have chosen to combine 

the two, as we believe this combination will strengthen the insight in the case study. 

The qualitative research interview makes it possible to make an in-depth 

investigation of our thesis subject (Launsø og Rieper 2000: 125), making it possible 

for us to further understand the problem area we are investigating (Andersen 2003: 

41). 

6.1 Theoretical epistemology 

As noted in the section before, we will apply a range of different theories from 

different research paradigms to the concrete case. Because of the rather large 

quantity of theory used, we would like to introduce the reader to our specific 

theoretical approach. In general, we do not look at theories as a ‘mirror’ of the real 

world. They are not intended to be 1:1 explanations of reality as it exists objectively. 

Rather, we apply the same view as Mats Alvesson and Stanley Deetz (2000), 

whereby we look at academic theory as a way of thinking about and seeing the 

world rather than an abstract representation of it. In other words, the theories we 

apply in this thesis will function as a way to look at the case reality. We will argue 

that we in this way can use different theories from different paradigms on the same 

case, and still conduct valid analysis and reach true conclusions. 

Another aspect we would like the reader to pay attention to is the relationship 

between interpretive and normative theory. Exactly because we approach theory as 

a lens rather than an abstraction, we also do not differentiate between the 

interpretive or normative character of a given academic theory. In our approach, all 

theoretical framework will be of interpretive character. It is only when we combine 

the results of different interpretive analysis that we can reach a normative 

conclusion. Consequently, the reader should keep in mind that we, in this thesis, are 

theoretical relativists as we assert the same academic value to all theory whether it 
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is functionalistic or symbolic, or interpretive or normative. 

6.2 Empirical sources 

This thesis relies to a large degree on primary sources in the form of qualitative data. 

In addition, part of the report relies on quantitative data in the form of both primary 

and secondary data. By combining quantitative and qualitative procedures, we have 

in this thesis taken the approach of mixed methods (Saunders, 2007). As the scope 

of the thesis is to propose a solution to a specific case problem, the adaptation of the 

Novozymes corporate brand strategy to the increasing focus on the emerging 

markets, this thesis will be of both of descriptive, explanatory and interpretive 

character. This is because we do our analytical work from a specific reality in the 

case company to draw conclusions on a broad, theoretical level. 

  

Additionally, one can say that this thesis takes on a functionalistic approach as it is 

concerned with a rational explanation and analysis of a particular organizational 

problem and aims to develop a solution to the problem within the current structure 

of the organization’s management (Saunders, 2007).  

The majority of empirical data used in the analyses can be characterized as primary 

data (Saunders et al., 2007, p. 246). This means that a large part of the data we use 

for answering our research question has originally been collected for this exact 

purpose. Additionally, we have considered this fact in our theoretical analysis by 

applying multiple theories from which we have derived the proposed solution. 

 

6.3 Validity and generalizability for the case method 

As is the case with all academic writing, it is important to be able to evaluate the 

validity and reliability of the thesis findings, i.e. an assessment of the degree of 

cohesiveness of argument throughout the investigation, as well as the precision with 

which the tools of analysis have been applied (Rasmussen et al. 2006: 133). 

  

Validity and reliability are especially relevant in quantitative investigations, which 
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depart from a countable reality and results in a final truth. In qualitative 

investigations, the terms are used to a lesser extent, because the tools of analysis 

here often are more ambiguous as the scientific approach is more interpretive given 

the nature of the social constructivist paradigm. As the thesis seeks to enlighten how 

Novozymes in the best possible way can create a global long term brand strategy, 

both the quantitative, as well as the qualitative method becomes relevant as the 

thesis considers it essential to have measurable and concise positivistic data, as well 

as interpretable qualitative data, hence the cultural question that implicitly lies in 

creating a global strategy. 

 

As a consequence of the social constructivist paradigm applied to the case in this 

thesis, we do not attempt to conclude and measure, final truths per se, and we will 

therefore not adhere to the principles of validity and reliability. It is difficult to 

evaluate the quality of qualitative investigation, as there are no set rules in this 

regard (Rasmussen et al. 2006: 116-17). To secure a valid investigation, it is 

therefore salient to ensure a high degree of transparency in the choice and 

application of theory to create a clear correlation between the chosen academic 

theory, the empirical data and the research question itself. Consequently, our 

methodological approach as researchers plays a key part in securing the validity of 

the case study. 

 To sum it up, our methodological approach here is again of a mixed methods nature 

in that we seek to combine the validity of concise positivistic primary data with 

qualitative interpretations of these. 

 

6.4 Data gathering 

As we said before, our main source of primary data is interviews with members of 

the Novozymes organization. According to Yin, one of the most crucial areas within 

the case study is the interview (Yin, 2008). The interview is direct and concise in 

that the interviewer can focus on exactly those points that are relevant to the case 

subject. The interview also allows us to get the exact information we need in the 
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effort to answer or problem. 

There are, however, also some limitations to the interview. One of them is the 

potential bias we as interviews enter the interview session with. Also, there can be 

situations in which the interviewee does not understand our intended meaning with 

the question. And finally, the interviewee can subconsciously seek to provide us 

with the answer he/she thinks we are looking for (Yin, 2008: 102). 

 

Our interviews are all based on the partially-structured interview format (Yin, 

2008). This format allows us to design the interview session so that we start out by 

asking open-ended questions in relation to the research topic and in accordance to 

the given context of the interviewee. The open-ended nature of the questions allows 

for the interview to develop differently from what we as interviewers had expected. 

This format is optimal given the subject matter of our research question in that the 

question is of a complex nature (Saunder et al., 2003). 

 

We have conducted interviews with Novozymes employees from various layers in 

the organization, from the CEO to the regional marketing managers. We have sought 

this spread of interviews within the power structure of Novozymes to get an as 

accurate picture as possible of how the employee per se perceives the organization 

internally. 

In the interview process, we have aimed at getting the most objective grasp of the 

challenges and expectations Novozymes faces in the process of redefining their 

corporate brand. The interview quotes we have used in our analytical work have 

been chosen across the empirical material from what we deemed to have the 

highest analytical value in relation to answering our specific research question. 

 

Our research interviews can be characterized as partially structured as we in 

advance had constructed an interview guide (Andersen, 2003: 212). The interview 

guide covered subjects related to internal and external communication, as well as 

subjects we found relevant during the interview. Furthermore we found it essential 

to use this qualitative method as it provided us with opportunity to open 
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possibilities for the respondent’s to further explore the subjects and to some extent 

control the interview themselves. In relation to the qualitative interviews, there 

have been various considerations including which persons should participate in our 

interviews including the fact that the interviews should include members of both 

management and the workforce. We were allowed to interview a number of 

employees from Novozymes – including the company’s Brand Director, Jesper 

Frederiksen, responsible for the global brand strategy. Furthermore we have 

gathered data from case sessions held with Novozymes, and particapation of Head 

of Corporate Positining, Mads Madsen, Head of HR, Michael Almer, and Head of 

Corporate Communications, Jeppe Glahn, conducted at Copenhagen Business School 

in connection with courses on the program Cand. Merc. (Kom).  

At the beginning of each interview, we made it clear to the respondents that they 

would remain anonymous, that they would be recorded and that the recordings 

would be deleted when used. This was done for primarily two reasons;  One was an 

agreement with management, and secondly we wanted the respondents to feel free 

to speak their mind, making it clear that they would not have to answer to 

management later on. First interview was with Corporate branding director, Jesper 

Frederiksen. The purpose of this interview was to gain a basic understanding of the 

background for the need for a brand strategy in Novozymes. Besides that, we 

wanted to find out how Novozymes so far had been developed, produced and 

implemented, as well as find out how employees had reacted to the brand strategies 

used before. As our mission is to solve a relevant and contemporary challenge, this 

approach seems suitable, based on an inductive perspective and reliance on the 

information provided by Head of Corporate Branding, Jesper Frederiksen, Head of 

Corporate Positioning, Mads Madsen, Head of People & Organization, Michael Almer 

and Head of Global Internal Communication, Jeppe Glahn. These individuals are all 

key when it comes to creating communication and branding strategies in 

Novozymes, and it is therefore salient to understand of these key individuals think 

of the company. This is not to seek their approval, but merely to understand what is 

viable in the company context, and to retract important knowledge about limits and 
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limitations regarding communication and branding within Novozymes. 

As Yin (2008) mentions, the proper way to go around a case study is to start off by 

defining a research question which is articulated in the section “Research question”. 

As mentioned above, the empirical collection of data has been done in what can be 

characterized as “In-depth interview” (Yin, 2008: 107) case sessions with the above 

mentioned managers from Novozymes. 

 

Furthermore, information gathered from Novozymes website will be included in the 

empirical data analyzed in the report. This kind of data is interesting to look at, as it 

is essential when assessing how Novozymes is seen from an outside perspective. As 

the company does not brand itself using mass communication as such, the website 

does indeed become a significant source of information for external stakeholders. 

The above mentioned managers from Novozymes may be regarded as informants, 

rather than respondents (Yin, 2008: 107), as they have very willingly provided their 

opinions, thoughts and experiences. These sessions have provided a strong basis for 

the report. 

 

6.5 Quantitative empirical findings 

Our quantitative data consists of the Image survey conducted by IFO, Berlingske 

Business and Mannov, from 2002 to 2012. The survey is based upon 4.072 answers 

from decision makers in Danish companies and is the biggest of its kind in Denmark. 

There is however the limitation that Charles Formbrun has described the American 

equivalent, Fortune´s Magazine survey, in the following way: “A serious limitation of 

Fortune’s survey remains its near total reliance on a single evaluating group: senior 

executives, directors and analysts. To do so is to misrepresent the company’s images 

with employees, customers and local communities.” Formbrun, 1992: 208). We are 

aware of the limitation of the survey, but it is however the closest one can get to an 

image ranking without conducting it yourself, which in the case of Novozymes, 

operating worldwide, would have been impossible for two thesis students. Had we 

chosen to conduct the survey ourselves, we would have had a hard time fulfilling the 
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criteria for success described by Formbrun: ”relatively small samples of 500 – 1000 

people are found to represent national public opinion”. (Formbrun, 1992: 208).  

The survey has various parameters, listed below: 

• Awareness 

◦  The level of awareness the stakeholders hold of the company. 

• Management 

◦  The exe. mgt. handles the challenges the company is faced with in a 

proper manor. 

• Communication 

◦  The exe. mgt. is good at communicating the company´s vision and 

values to the external surroundings. 

• Employees 

◦  The company´s employees are competent and service minded. 

• Quality 

◦  The company´s products and service is of high quality 

• Innovation 

◦  The company is good at product development and trying new things. 

• Credibility 

◦  The company´s employees and leaders act as the say they are going to 

act. 

• Responsibility 

◦  The company takes responsibility for its employees, the environment 

and the society as a whole. 

• Financial power 

◦  The company´s economy is healthy and the business is well-driven. 

• Competitive strength 

◦  The company is good at making a profit and growing during 

competitive times. 

• Immediate perception of: 

◦  The company´s gathered image 

◦  The development of the company´s image 
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◦  Recruitment image 

◦  Judged on the parameter: “A company I would like to work for” 

 

6.6 Respondents 

According to Kvale (1994: 109), the number of respondents depends on the 

objective of the research at hand. Kvale dictates that the number of interviews in 

current interview models is about 15 +/- 10, which means from 5 to 25 persons. In 

our research, we have chosen our respondents deliberately. We have chosen to use 

12 employees from Novozymes, as this gives us the opportunity to use more time 

with each respondent. More time gives us the opportunity to conduct in-depth 

interviews, as we it provides us with more confidentially with the respondent and 

thereby attain greater knowledge. The chosen respondents possess varying 

seniority in Novozymes, varying from from administrative officer to executive 

management. We have chosen to interview employees from several divisions in 

different countries of Novozymes as the respondents can have varying opinions 

about the branding strategy, and that this can affect them differently, depending on 

where they work. This is not a hypothesis per se, but merely an assumption on our 

part. We assume there will be different perceptions of how the branding strategy is 

perceived depending on the employee’s position in the company, and how long the 

employee has been with the company. To ensure that the respondents in advance 

have an opinion about the brand strategy in relation to identity, they respondents 

were briefed about the subject of the thesis. This way, the respondents were 

allowed to decline to participate, if they do not feel adequate to answer the 

questions. 

Our empirical interviews were conducted in the period March 2011 to June 2012 

where we visited the company several times. The physical frame for the interviews 

was Novozymes headquarters in Bagsværd, Denmark, which is known to the 

respondents, creating a feeling of safety for the respondents. This should ensure 
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greater comfort and thereby the possibility of a personal and honest interview. The 

interviews were scheduled to last from one hour to two hours. Before each 

interview, a written contract was handed to the employees, ensuring total 

anonymity. Furthermore, the marketing and communications officers mentioned 

above visited Copenhagen Business School for case sessions various times. 

We have chosen to transcribe the interviews with the regional managers, attach 

them as annexes, and included relevant quotes in the thesis. The reason for this is 

that our research does not revolve around specific textual linguistics phenomena’s, 

but more to uncover the respondent’s citations concerning identity and opinions 

about the case company. 

 

We are aware of the fact that our summaries can be affected by our initial 

understanding, which affects our interpretation of the interviews. We are aware of 

the fact that our initial understanding probably has affected the respondent’s 

answers. Questions about identity and how it can be affected at one’s workplace are 

not something we believe the respondent’s consciously have considered before we 

asked them to. We thereby force the respondent’s to consider something they 

usually are not conscious about. 

 

6.7 The structured questionaire 

Our quantitative research can be described as a structured questionnaire, 

characterized by ”på forhånd opstillede spørgsmål med overvejende 

forhåndsdefinerede svarmuligheder” (Launsø og Rieper 2000: 114). The purpose of 

the questionnaire was to gain a more general insight about the company be 

including a greater amount of employees. The quantitative research functions as a 

supplement to the qualitative research, the so-called method triangulation. We have 

to note though, that the employees who participated in the qualitative research did 

not participate in the quantitative research, and vice versa. By doing so, we could, 

using qualitative interviews, get in depth knowledge, and by using quantitative 

research gain a more general knowledge. 
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6.8 Errors and limitations 

In our empirical part of the thesis, we have made a number of examinations of the 

employees in Novozymes, trying to gain insight in the general situation in 

Novozymes. We do however believe that there is an opportunity that fluctuations 

have, and will occur, forcing us to consider these fluctuations. Our empirical analysis 

is based on interviews and questionnaires. It has not however, since more than 

7000 people are employed in Novozymes, been possible to interview all the 

employees in the company, implying that we can not be sure that the respondent’s 

answers are representative for all employees in the company. One could then argue 

that our respondent’s answers could have been different, had we sought a wider but 

more shallow interview technique. Furthermore, there might be a source of error as 

the employees are not randomly selected, but chosen by management. Management 

has thereby had a chance to choose the employees who they wished should be 

representative of the entire workforce. 

7. Values in Novozymes:  

In the following, we will investigate to what extent the values of Novozymes are 

being lived by the employees, in order to see if brand, social constructivistic and 

leadership theory is relevant to use in this thesis. After having discussed and 

analysed how values are asserted and could be changed, we will look to current 

theory on how values can be sought normatively managed in attempts to affect the 

culture and image of an organization, Majken Schultz and Mary Jo Hatch’s VCI model. 

 

7.1 Towards a process oriented approach 

That Novozymes successfully used campaigning (Karmark, 2005), to develop and 

implement their values is in line with our understanding of the strengths embedded 

in the campaign approach. However, the limitations of the campaign approach 

become evident when applied to the aspect of keeping the values alive, i.e. make the 

values relevant to the everyday tasks of the employees. Here, campaigning becomes 
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constrained by its emphasis on treating values as a goal-oriented construction, thus 

requiring a specific outcome or result from the employees about how they live the 

values, i.e. being expllcit about how the values are lived. This may foster a situation 

where “living the values” turns into finding evermore ways of talking about them, i.e. 

how the values are perceived relevant to the employees’ everyday life instead of 

actually living them. Herein lies a contradiction between wanting the employees to 

live the values but doing so by having them speak about it; “living the values” 

becomes “talking about how the values are lived”, and therefore putting talk as the 

driver for action, instead of treating it the other way round. This contradiction 

becomes especially evident when Novozymes tells the employees to “show, it, don’t 

tell it” (Jeppe Glahn). In line with this contradiction, the performance appraisal 

interviews also enforce the notion of talk in order to determine how the values must 

be lived, and more importantly, they create a situation where living the values are 

framed it in a defined context, so treating values momentum becomes ´now we have 

to talk about the values and now we don’t (everyday life)´.  

7.2 Taking employees into consideration 

We argue that a possible downside by campaigning the values as described above, is 

that of employee fatigue towards the values as time progresses, quoting Mitchell: 

“So the net result of all those carefully crafted expensive events, away-days, workshops, 

storytelling sessions, dramatizations, cascading programs, internal videos and 

newsletter? Once, the initial excitement has died down, it’s a big round number: zero.” 

(Mitchell in Karmark, 2005: 105).  

The employees should not be underestimated and we argue that they at some point 

will see the campaign communication as old goods in new packaging.  

To avoid such a situation we suggest an approach that is ongoing instead of 

temporary (Bisel, 2010), and one that allows employees to live the values instead of 

talk about them. We propose that values are not treated as something separate from 

everyday life, but integrated in it (Mitchell in Karmark, 2005: 105). We do so by 
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arguing that different mindsets are required to effectively:  

1. Develop and implement values. 

2. Ensure that the values remain relevant and become part of daily 

organizational life.  

In line with this distinction, and elaborating on these perhaps naïve statements, we 

propose that campaigning is most effective when a specific result is required, i.e. 

developing and implementing the new values, but once the result has been achieved, 

i.e. the values have been implemented, the situation calls for action instead of talk in 

order to make the values come alive. We suggest that the process oriented approach 

finds its relevance in this situation. Instead of creating specific situations 

where ”now we talk about them, and now we don´t”, we propose that values are not 

treated as something separate from everyday life, but integrated in it; employees 

should live the values instead of seeing them “on the wall”. The process approach 

situates the values in tasks and through resources at Novozymes that provide 

opportunity for the employees to act upon and utilize in their daily life. As such, the 

approach is a much more subtle way of addressing values momentum, and herein 

lies its strength. It does not “frame” the situation as one that deals with values 

explicitly but integrates the message of the values in resources for the employees 

that they can use in their daily life. It does not imply a beginning and an end and 

thus avoids repeating values as “old wine in new bottles”. 

7.3 Examples of values to live 

Novozymes has taken on a process mindset in addressing two of their values, 

´Connect to create´ and ´Trust and earn trust´ as they both to some extent provide 

opportunity to live successfully. One example of how ´Connect to create´ is lived is 

through the absence of social media policies at Novozymes, thus giving the 

employees opportunity to actually go out and “connect and create” in their everyday 

life, instead of focusing on talk about how they intend to connect to create during 
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value sessions or through performance appraisal interviews. An example of how 

`Trust and earn trust´ can also be related to the social media policies (that 

encourage use of social media), in the sense that everyone trusts everyone not to 

abuse this “freedom to collaborate”, e.g. by spending time on Facebook in a way that 

does not contribute to enhancing business performance. This way, Trust and Earn 

Trust becomes relevant to the everyday life of each employee; the employees can 

see a purpose of having these values, not just to refer to them through value 

sessions, but to refer to in the everyday doings of their tasks at Novozymes. 

However, the values ´Dare to lead´ and `Unlock passion´ are both more talked about 

than actually lived. It is easier to talk about values than actually living them, also 

when it comes to managers and others who have constructed the values. As 

Managing Director, RelationsPeople, Kristian Eiberg says: “It’s nice and safe to 

address change and leadership, but difficult to implement in traditional structure and 

addressing the decision making process.” What this means in practice, is that is very 

hard to address and implement values in a way that actually affects the decision 

making process. Often, values have little or no affect on the structure of the company, 

which makes it hard to live the values. 

 

Approach Campaign approach to 

value momentum 

Process approach to value 

momentum 

Concept Diet Lifestyle 

Leadership 

mindset 

Management over 

leadership 

Leadership over management 

Orientation Goals-oriented Means-oriented 

Actions Yet another campaign. 

Performance appraisals. 

Empowerment by projects. 

Goal Talk over action Action over talk 

 

Figure 3: Lifestyle table, own adaption. 

 

The model provides an overview which could be used in the communication to 

leaders in Novozymes. A mindset to follow and a shift towards a more progressive 
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leadership style.  

After having discussed and analysed how values are asserted and could be changed, 

we will now look to current theory on how values can be sought normatively 

managed in attempts to affect the culture and image of an organization, Majken 

Schultz and Mary Jo Hatch’s VCI model.  

8. VCI model, Hatch & Schultz 

We will in the following briefly explain what the corporate brand consists of, what 

the basic cornerstones of Hatch & Schultz theory are, and most relevant, why is this 

approach relevant to use when looking at the Novozymes brand. This will ease us 

into looking at corporate identity, which is a part of the Hatch & Schultz brand 

theory. 

 

When looking at both the internal and external perspective of Novozymes’ branding 

strategy, it seems appropriate to make use of the leading scholars within the field, 

Mary Jo Hatch and Majken Schultz and their theory on consistency in 

communication and branding, more precisely, the theory behind the VCI model. 

Hatch & Schultz are occupied with branding, corporate branding to be more precise, 

meaning branding of the entire company, or branding of the company as an 

umbrella brand and not branding of individual products (Hatch & Schultz 2008: 7-9). 

Hatch & Schultz share several years of partnering in research and have written 

numerous articles, together, and separately, primarily focusing on organizations and 

corporate branding. Their most recent book, ”Brug dit brand” (2008), can be viewed 

as an outcome of their entire research regarding corporate branding and as a center 

of focus in the book is the VCI model.  The model explains how Vision, Culture and 

image are interrelated and how the corporate branding efforts rely on the three 

elements to be coherent in order to be successful. The coherence and relationship 

between the three elements shape, and constantly affects the corporate identity. Put 

short, the greater the coherence between Vision, Culture and Image, the greater the 

brand, suggesting that the coherence creates trust among the stakeholders of the 
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corporation. (Hatch & Schultz, 2008, s. 11 +13). 

  

As Novozymes does not produce fast moving consumer goods (FMCG), but produce 

enzymes, which are incorporated into their customers’ production, they highly rely 

on their corporate brand, and consistency and coherence in their brand. The 

products to have names and certain individual purposes, but are not individually 

branded, making the corporate brand relevant to investigate further. As a supplier 

of products that are directly implemented in customers production, it seems 

essential for Novozymes that their stakeholders rely heavily on the consistency of 

what Novozymes promise, and what they deliver, exemplified by the appreciation 

that Procter & Gamble, the world’s largest FMCG corporation, has showed 

Novozymes in the past two years, naming them “Business Partner of the year”. The 

importance of consistency is further explained by Executive Vice President, Peder 

Holk Nielsen, we are delivering great products, insight and innovation, in a very 

consistent way,”1. 

 

Hatch & Schultz theory is not explicitly social constructivistic, but Hatch & Schultz’ 

understanding, described in the below, of companies and organizations identity and 

branding is communicative and implicitly social constructivistic, making the theory 

suitable for our social constructivistic approach. This will become more obvious as 

the theory is presented in depth. The core of Hatch & Schultz´ theory is the VCI 

model, but in order to understand it, it is crucial to understand how an 

organizations identity evolves according to Hatch & Schultz. 

 
In the VCI model, Hatch & Schultz expands the company’s identity, now a 

combination of Vision, Culture and Image. Hatch & Schultz writes: ”The combination 

of vision, culture, and images represents in one way or another everything the 

organization is, says, and does.” and ”[...] the greater the coherence of vision, culture, 

and images, the stronger the brand [...]” . A basic point here is that a strong corporate 

brand requires coherence between Vision Culture and Image, the stronger 

                                                        
1  http://novozymes.com/en/news/news-archive/Pages/Novozymes-Four-for-four.aspx). 

http://novozymes.com/en/news/news-archive/Pages/Novozymes-Four-for-four.aspx
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coherence, the stronger the brand. (Hatch & Schultz 2008: 11). The reason for 

choosing the VCI model in this thesis is that we believe that the VCI model is 

effective for grasping the challenges and problems that lies in our area of research, 

creating a global brand strategy. This is because we apply an ‘inside-out’ approach 

to the case, where by we see the internal aspects as the foundation on which a brand 

strategy that, as the model suggests, respects the culture in the company is build. 

The model becomes relevant for the case at hand, because Novozymes, as a b2b 

company without much external communication, is very much dependent on the 

corporate brand, and the coherency of it, from corporate messaging to individual 

employees actions and interactions with potential, current, or past clients. The need 

of coherency goes along well with the social constructivist view, as the brand is 

affected by all actions taken at all levels in the company. As the Novozymes brand is 

most often represented by individual employees, as oppose to FMCG brands that are 

often represented by commercials etc., the brand becomes very dependent on the 

individual employees understanding, and implementation of the corporate brand 

strategy. 

8.1 Vision -  

is described as what the executive management’s wants the company to be, what 

the company shall achieve (Hatch & Schultz 2008: 231), which is expressed in 

symbols and communication (Hatch & Schultz 2001:1054). Said in another way, the 

vision sets the direction for the company, Novozymes’ vision being to ensure the 

right balance between better business, cleaner environment, and better lives as 

stated in the vision section of the corporate website. The vision guides the company 

and sets the record straight, regarding who does the company want to be, and 

where do they want to go. As Novozymes is deeply involved in their customers’ 

production chain, and at the same time is trying to “ride the sustainable wave”, it is 

essential that the vision capture both these dimensions. Here, it would simply not be 

enough to be focused on either economic benefit for customers, or creating 

sustainable societal solutions. 
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8.2 Culture -  

is the company’s internal values, heritage and assumptions. Culture can be seen as 

the employees view of the company, understood as the employees’ communication 

about the company. It is important not only to look at what employees deliberately 

communicates but also which myths and narratives they deliberately or 

unintentionally refer to (Hatch & Schultz 2008: 231). Why this is important for this 

thesis in particular lies implicitly in the research question, which is on a 

global  brand strategy. What this implies is that when dealing with a company with 

employees all over the world, like Novozymes, looking at brand strategy from both 

an internal and external perspective, one has to remain respectful and attentive to 

the culture present in the company, both unifying globally, and differentiating 

locally.  

When failing to consider all three components in the model, several gaps can appear, 

including the Culture-Image gap, which occurs when the company culture does not 

concern itself with living up to the expectations of the stakeholders. Another 

concern is whether or not the image of company with the stakeholders correlates 

with the promises given by the company. This balance is especially important as two 

possible dangers allure: Is the image not incorporated in the identity, the company 

risks decaying into narcissism, but is image on the other hand given too much 

attention, the company does not pay enough attention to culture and is in danger of 

focusing too much on pleasing it’s surroundings, making it hard for the company to 

build a strong identity. 

8.3 Image -   

is the stakeholders’ view of the company, understood as what they say about the 

company (Hatch & Schultz 2008: 231). Thus, the image can be defined as cues by 

stakeholders asserted by organizational members. It is relevant to note that when 

organizational members assert these cues, they do it through the lens of their own 

identity, and consequently through their organizational identity. In this way, the 

image is not to be confused with the corporate reputation, which can be defined as 
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reputation assessments communicated by stakeholders (Schultz, Hatch & Larsen, 

2000: 104). 

 

So what happens if there is a lack of coherence between the three aspects? 

Hatch & Schultz use British Airways as an example. The executive management 

wanted to modernize the company’s brand, among other things, by changing the 

brand’s symbols in their marketing efforts. This was however met with a lot of 

criticism from both external stakeholders and employees, who still perceived British 

Airways as a conservative British company (Hatch & Shultz 2001: 1056-1057). In 

other words, there was a lack of coherence. A problem which then could occur is 

ending up with employees pulling in different directions (Hatch & Schultz 2008: 77). 

This could be HR people trying to pull in one direction, marketing and 

communications people are pulling in another direction, and mergers and 

acquisitions people looking to buy companies without even considering how the 

company is communicating about itself (Hatch & Schultz 2008: 77). Why this is 

especially relevant for Novozymes becomes obvious when looking at which type of 

customers they have. Their biggest client, P&G owns various brands, which 

Novozymes delivers enzymes for, helping them innovate and create new and 

improved products (Interview, Steen Risgaard). Novozymes is so involved in the 

production chain that if they fail to deliver consistently, P&G will take their business 

elsewhere, as consistency is essential for P&G2.  

 

Concluding on the P&G example, the key take away here is that if one brand 

manager in the P&G organization perceives Novozymes as one thing, while another 

perceives it in another way, chances are, Novozymes will experience a decrease in 

business from the P&G organization. This gap in coherency is fundamentally the 

worst-case scenario for any company, differences and non-coherent images within a 

customer’s organization. That is one aspect of the image part of the VCI model; 

another is the lack of coherency when it comes to all stakeholders, explained by 

                                                        
2 http://novozymes.com/en/news/news-archive/Pages/Novozymes-Four-for-four.aspx. 

http://novozymes.com/en/news/news-archive/Pages/Novozymes-Four-for-four.aspx
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Hatch & Schultz as the Vision-Image gap (Hatch & Schultz, 2008, s. 75). The gap 

appears when the company’s stakeholder do not know, or agree with, where the 

company is going and what it’s values are, and when the company does not adjust to 

the stakeholders needs and wants. This is to be dealt with in a coherent and global, 

yet adaptable and local fashion, hence the challenge of creating a global brand 

strategy using the VCI model. 

 

We have in the previous looked at the level of relevance the theory of Hatch & 

Schultz when looking at global branding and Novozymes. We have determined that 

the VCI model, explained in the previous, appears to be relevant to put to use, as 

Novozymes seem to be very dependent on their brand being consistent and 

coherent, globally. 

9. Organizational identity 

We will now look into the aspect of the brand, called Organizational identity. We will 

seek to understand and describe why this theory is relevant when it comes to 

Novozymes and their brand. 

 

Because of the importance of understanding how an organizations identity evolves, 

in order to examine the corporate brand, we will now look into the underlying 

theory of the term organizational identity. 

According to Hatch & Schultz a company’s identity is created through an ongoing 

“conversation” between “us” and “we” in Novozymes. Any company will make an 

effort to understand its customers, consumers and stakeholders through what sales 

representatives, consumer surveys, market research, press clippings etc. tell them, 

including Novozymes, especially since, as explained in the above, they are 

dependent on the fact that they deliver a great deal of consistency in their products. 

At the same time, the company tries to present the desired picture of the company 

through commercials, communication (understood as intended business 

communication) through sales etc. 
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The stakeholders’, including customers and consumers, picture of the company does, 

according to Hatch & Schultz, a mirror through which the company sees itself, 

known as the company’s “us”. (Hatch & Schultz 2008: 49-50). 

The company’s culture is its “we”. According to Hatch & Schultz, meaning is socially 

created among the employees in the company. The company might be fragmented 

with a lot of different employees but through the company’s cultural 

interpretational context the company’s culture supplies, a mutual and common 

meaning is created. Furthermore, the culture in the company creates a lot of the 

symbolic material through which the company expresses its brand (Hatch & Schultz 

2008: 50). The company’s identity evolves in a “conversation” between the 

company’s culture, the employees understanding of the company, and the 

stakeholders view of the company. The company communicates about itself, which 

influences the stakeholders view of the company which again affects the company’s 

view of itself. Hatch & Schultz have illustrated the “conversation” using the figure 

below. 

 

Figure 4: The Organizational Identity Dynamics Model, Schultz & Hatch 

  

According to Hatch & Schultz, the company’s identity is not an essence, a particular 

DNA, but on the contrary communicatively evolved within the stakeholders 

communicative about the company, and the employees’ view of the company. In 
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other words, the company’s identity is by this definition socially constructed. And 

speaking of social constructivism, we will in the following look into social 

constructivism as we move on to organizational communication. 

10. Organizational communication and Social 

constructivism 

In this section, we will discuss how the problem of applying global corporate 

branding strategies in a post-modern context is seen through the lens of social 

constructivism. The reason we dedicate an entire theoretical section exactly to this, 

is that we believe this approach to be especially relevant in a case where 

communication and values, not only at an organizational level, but also at a societal 

level is defining. 

Another reason why we have chosen to take our stance in social constructivism, is 

that the object of the thesis is Novozymes’ branding efforts in a global perspective. 

Through this paradigm, this effort is interpreted subjectively by the individual 

recipient or agent, which can be described as a social construction. As academics, we 

have an initial understanding which influences the way we perceive reality. 

Although we, in our attempt to answer our research question, strive to remain 

objective and uphold a critical reflective analytical mindset, we are affected by our 

initial understanding. 

 

10.1 Applying the lens of social constructivism 

To supplement the positivistic approach represented by the VCI model, we will 

apply a lens of social constructivism on both the subject matter, and the tool 

represented by the VCI model itself. The reason we go beyond the positivistic nature 

of the VCI model by applying the constructivist paradigm to the case is that we want 

to make sure that we can grasp and analyze the global and trans-cultural context of 

the issue. That is, we want to be able to analyze how the brand strategy itself will 
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have an effect on both the macro level of the organization and on the micro level of 

the individuals within it. At the same time, this will allow us to gain a thorough 

understand of the embedded organizational dynamics through peer reviewed 

academic literature. 

 

10.2 The constructed reality 

The premise for social constructivism is that reality is discursively constructed and 

contested. Discourses, as used in this thesis will be defined as “… bodies of 

knowledge that systematically form the object of which they speak” (Foucault, 1979: 

49) and “Discourse lays down the conditions of possibility that determine what can 

be said, by whom, and when”. (Hardy & Phillips 2004: 301). 

 

10.3 A Focaultian perspective 

Thus, as presented by Hardy and Phillips, who take on a Focaultian perspective, 

discourse forms the reality and the subjects within it as objects, and lays the 

foundation for what can be said and by whom. We will therefore be looking at how 

the corporate branding narrative embedded in the macro discourses of the societal 

context of the organization sets the parameters for how Novozymes employees can 

engage the external stakeholders. 

 

10.4 Big-D and Little-d 

Fairhurst (2010) operates with a notion of ‘big-D’ discourse and ‘little-d’ discourse 

in her framing theory, designating the macro discourse and the micro discourse of 

the organizational context respectively. This idea will be used as an analytical 

bedrock in our attempt to grasp the subject matter in the case of Novozymes’ 

corporate branding strategy. 
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10.5 Novozymes through the lens of Social constructivism 

By attending the case of corporate branding in Novozymes through the lens of social 

constructivism, the ongoing dialectical relationship between discourse and 

materiality becomes apparent (Jian et al., 2008). Here, the organization per se is a 

dynamically constructed by the agency within it (Riad, 2005). One of the key 

reasons that we are not satisfied by positivistic paradigm is that is that we believe it 

is inadequate for analyzing how a macro initiative such as a corporate branding 

strategy will affect the reality of a geographically, as well as culturally differentiated 

and distinct organization. 

 

10.6 Individual identities 

In this paradigm, the concept of identity plays a salient role, as discourses can be 

said to be created in the flux of interacting identities, ideas and concepts. The word 

identity is here meant to designate the identity of the individual agents in and out of 

the organization, as compared to the organizational identity used in the VCI model. 

In the paradigm of social constructivism, the VCI organizational identity would be 

seen as a macro discourse within the organization, which is mutually constituted by 

the identities of agents on a micro level. This again demonstrates how the social 

constructivism paradigm can be used to grasp the subject matter on a detail level. 

That is, the mechanisms that actually define the VCI identity per se, and how a 

communicative initiative will have an impact on all levels of a discursive situation. 

This perspective is interesting because it recognizes that communication, discourses 

and identities are all mutually constitutive (Riad, 2005), and thus clearly illuminates 

how a piece of communication a corporate branding strategy can assert change on 

both macro and micro level in the organization. Identity is a key topic to address 

since identity regulates which frames the world is perceived through and thus how 

it is socially constructed (Meisenbach, 2008). According to Wieland, focusing on 

discursive resources is a way to consider how identity work and identity regulation 

work together (2010). By considering identity work and identity regulation, we are 
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able to create an analytical overview of both the macro, and micro perspectives of 

the discursive processes of organization. 

 

10.7 Why local leadership is imperative for successful implementation of a  

global brand strategy. 

Novozymes faces the challenge of implementing a global brand strategy and making 

it relevant to the everyday work-life of the employees in the organization. Therefore, 

we see a key challenge in translating this initiative into actions instead of words; 

into living the values instead of just talking about them, and doing so in such a way, 

that they can tie the strategy into the everyday work praxis of each Novozymes 

employee.  

The challenge is pointed out by Mitchell in Karmark: “…the problem with living the 

brand programs is that there is too much focus on changing employees´ attitudes and 

behavior, and too little focus on translating brand values into real life experiences – 

such as how to translate the value ´fun´ into a specific job situation.” (Mitchell in 

Karmark, 2005: 105). In line with this challenge, we also understand the importance 

of providing a solution that is able to transcend geographical and cultural borders, 

as Novozymes is a global company, and thus be translated into a global approach 

that is executable on all organizational layers. 

 

Before we engage in a lot of theoretical and practical considerations about 

leadership, it is important to acknowledge the complexity and variety that 

permeates this field of knowledge. However tempting it may be to address 

leadership as a coherent phenomenon with clear-cut theoretical definitions and 

practical recommendations that “just work” in real world of daily organizational life, 

it would, to say the least, be cutting corners and paint a highly unrealistic picture of 

what leadership is about. The leadership field is a jungle of theories with a vast 

amount of definitions and perspectives that, in many cases, do not readily apply to 
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praxis without becoming either too generalized or too decontextualized. However, 

the absence of a common thread in addressing leadership does not mean that 

certain trends are non-existent for closer inspection. Drawing upon Alvesson & 

Spicer (2011) we can identify six broad approaches that divide the leadership field: 

 

·      Leadership traits, 

·      Leadership behavioral style, 

·      Contingency approach, 

·      Transformational leadership, 

·      Post-heroic leadership, 

·      Servant leadership 

 

The Leadership trait-approach can be described as the static approach to 

leadership. It focuses on the personality traits of the leader, for instance through 

leadership personality tests such as Myers Briggs, doing Conflict Assessments and 

unraveling ones Emotional Intelligence (EQ). The logic behind these tests is to paint 

an overall picture of how well ones personal traits tie into to the homogenous and 

static “description” of being or becoming a leader. Implied in these tests is an 

understanding that there is a right and wrong way of performing leadership, and the 

fact that leadership traits are universal and do not rely on specific contexts. Here, 

followers are merely reduced to ´just following the leader´, regardless of the context, 

what can be described as a static top-down approach to leadership, this approach is 

not one we would recommend for Novozymes as their business varies greatly from 

region to region, geographically, more on this in the analysis section. The 

Leadership behavioral style approach takes the trait-based approach a bit further 

by introducing two leadership styles instead of just dealing with the one, universal 

way of being a leader. Here, task-centered leadership, which mainly focuses on 

getting things done, and people-centered leadership, which involves concern for 

subordinates, makes up the two ways of performing leadership. In trying to 

introduce a more contextualized approach to leadership, the Contingency 

approach attempts to put task-centered and people-centered leadership into 
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contexts where it is assumed most effective. The outcome was an emphasis on task-

centered leadership for situations of high or low amounts of control and people-

centered leadership for situations of moderate control. Concern for subordinates 

and how they are lead, or at least a consideration for where they are headed, is 

emphasized in Transformational leadership approach, “The focus here is how 

leaders manage meaning for followers.” (Alvesson & Spicer, 2011: 15). The approach 

emphasizes how leaders motivate by creating a shared vision and thereby attain 

support from followers. It does, however, dis-empower employees in that they are 

likely to follow the leader blindly and the transformational leadership does then 

minimize the degree of empowerment with the individual employee. These, and 

several other factors have led researchers to turn their attention to the newer 

concept of post-heroic leadership (Alvesson & Spicer, 2011: 17). In contrast to 

transformational leadership, where the leaders manage meaning for their 

employees through a strong charisma, post-heroic leadership is much more 

democratized and related to the everyday leadership that occurs in organizations. In 

this view, leadership does not necessarily stem from top-level, charismatic leaders, 

but can just as well we found in the single employee leading himself, others, and 

even his/her superior. So in contrast to all the other trends, post-heroic leadership 

recognizes both downwards and upwards leadership (Alvesson & Spicer 2011). This 

approach seems appropriate in Novozymes´ situation as they serve their customers 

at different business levels, varying greatly from market to market. This is explained 

further in the analysis section. 

11. Leadership as social constructions 

In the following we will, by the use of the social constructivistic paradigm look at 

why it is relevant for the development and implementation of global brand strategy 

to look into how leaders construct their reality. 

 

As the post-heroic viewpoint emphasizes focus on followers, one aspect relevant to 

keep in mind, is the situating or framing of the situation a leader finds he or she in. 
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What the leader might be looking for might not be what employees find acceptable 

to provide the leader with. For example, a Scandinavian leadership style (Hofstede, 

2001: 284) might work in Denmark, but you cannot bring that leadership style to 

the US without situating that consensus seeking is an accepted behavior, hence the 

importance of situating (Grint, 2003), especially important for Novozymes, being 

present in all parts of the world. 

 

11.1 Constructing situations 

The purpose of Grint’s article, Problems, problems, problems (2005), is to help 

leaders, seen from a socially constructive view, shape the situation and thereby, 

move away from the assumption that situation x, requires leadership x, which could 

be exemplified by imagining the same leadership approach applied in China and 

Denmark, which we argue, would not be successful. In short, Grint’s viewpoint is 

that leaders actively create and shape the situation and how it is situated. By co-

constructing the situation, leaders can themselves shape the social reality. True 

leadership is shown when a problem is situated as a wicked problem. Wicked 

problems require real leadership because leaders then need to ask questions, reflect 

and use the soft power (Nye in Grint, 2005: 1476) he/she has. Were we to produce a 

branding strategy with a stance, solely in this theory, it would have to be a very 

open and perception based strategy as the use of soft power is perceived very 

differently, depending on the culture of the region, and their view on power 

(Hofstede, 2011), relevant to Novozymes as they are present both in Scandinavia 

and for example India or China, three very different regions when it comes to power 

relations. 

 

In the words of Grint, “leadership involves the social construction of the context that 

both legitimates a particular form of action and constitutes the world in the process.” 

(Grint, 2005: 1476). 
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11.2 Management vs. Leadership 

But how do managers display leadership? “a distinction is frequently made between 

leadership and management, which is understood as something closer to bureaucracy 

and stability.” (Alvesson & Svenningson, 2003: 1436). The quote illustrates how 

theory emphasizes that what we know as management - everyday practices which 

might seem bureaucratic, can also be seen as leadership displays on a micro level, 

exemplified by the following quote: “Arguably, it makes sense to consider the 

possibility that what managers and leaders do is not always that remarkable or 

different from what other people do in work organizations. In our study many 

interviewees themselves emphasized mundane activities such as listening, chatting 

and being cheerful.” (Alvesson & Svenningson, 2003: 1436). Emphasis on followers, 

and what they have to say, not only when gathering input, constitutes a large part of 

what being a post-heroic leader is all about.  The relevance of emphasizing the role 

of the follower is further implied by Alvesson & Svenningson: “This non-directive 

side of leadership seems particularly relevant to consider in the context of knowledge-

intensive companies and knowledge work in which the facilitating and inspiring 

aspects of leadership are said to be central” (Alvesson & Svenningson, 2003: 1439). 

 

Employees in the knowledge intensive company like Novozymes, clearly indicates to 

us that it is the acts performed by managers, rather than what they actually talk, 

chat or laugh about that constitutes good leadership. “The manager listens. Thereby, 

leadership is exercised and a flow of good outcomes is produced. ‘Managerial listening’ 

emerges as a formula for fixing a wide set of organizational problems. There is an 

undertone of leadership as magic.”  (Alvesson & Svenningson, 2003: 1452). It is 

important to note however, that this magic occurs only when the act is framed as 

being acted by the manager, and thereby making it an act of leadership. Again, the 

social constructive view comes into play, as leaders, according to Grint, themselves 

frame situations. 
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12. Living the brand 

We will now look at the thoughts and theory of living the brand. We will look into 

how managing values, and managing a brand is closely related and why the one, 

functions best when complimented by the other. 

Departing from the fact that the individual employees and the discourse of the 

corporate branding initiative are in a mutually constitutive relationship, we find it to 

be imperative that all the individuals in the organization not only know the 

corporate brand message, but live the brand message so to speak. Consequently, we 

will also apply the ideas of living the brand on the case, so that we can get a full 

grasp on how this should be handled by the Novozymes management.  

12.1 Managing values 

“If you can manage the values, you manage the backbone of the company”  

 

A valid point, is to argue why the concept and theory of living the brand (Karmark, 

2005), and especially the concept of value based management (Karmark, 2005: 

104) is relevant. Let us begin by stating why working with values is important: “If 

the values are deeply rooted and coherently interlinked, (…)This, in effect, brings the 

brand to life and enhances the likelihood of a better performance” (de Chernatony in 

Karmark, 2005:104). What the quote emphasizes is the core of the challenge that 

companies usually face when implementing values, getting employees to actually 

live the values, not just to understand and deliver them (Karmark, 2005: 109). Had 

that been the objective “The Marketing & Communications perspective” (Karmark, 

2005: 109), where “employees are, to a large extent, seen as one of the target 

audiences for the company´s brand communication.” (Karmark, 2005: 109) would 

serve more useful. The downside of the Marketing & Communications perspective 

however, is that “the marketing and communivatitons based approach might, in fact, 

end up hindering the employee´s involvement in the brand. When advertising language 

is used to convey the brand values to the employees, there is a risk, that the employee 
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will not perceive the values as relevant to their everyday lives.” (Karmark, 2005: 112). 

An alternative to this, the value based management perspective, is preferable when 

seeking value identification, a point that it is furthermore emphasized by Dutton, 

Dukerich & Harquail in Gotsi & Wilson: “In order to encourage stronger commitment 

to the organization and its core values, employees need to internalize and adhere to 

the organization´s values and norms in their attitude and behavior.” (Gotsi & Wilson, 

2001: 100) which furthermore will have a normative control aspect, as explained by 

Kunda in Karmark: “Control however, can also take the form of normative control, 

where management attempts to influence and direct employee´s actions by controlling 

the underlying experiences, thoughts, and feelings that influence behavior” (Kunda in 

Karmark, 2005: 115). In an organisation like Novozymes, which we argue has 

employees with a very high degree of knowledge and expertise, communication 

personnel must be careful when producing internal brand communication. As 

mentioned above, people will see through advertising language, just as they will not 

appreciate a condescending tone of voice, often found in manuals, one of Karmark´s 

examples mentioned in the Marketing & Communications perspective (Karmark, 

2005: 112).  

 

12.2 Practical implications 

By applying living the brand theory, especially the value based management which 

is concerned with “… the employee´s identification with the brand and this 

identification is attained through the employee´s socialization into the organization´s 

cultural values” (Schein in Karmark, 2005: 108) and “emphasizes the employee´s 

identification with the company´s brand values” (Karmark, 2005: 113) we seek to 

prove that a bridge built between value based management, although the author of 

the above mentioned article might seem critical of the implementation of the 

concept, and structural changes combined with the use of post-heroic leadership 

will lead to succeeding in getting the employees at Novozymes to live the values. 

This of course is not done easily: “The question then becomes how to execute the 

corporate branding processes in such a way that the employees are given a real part in 
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establishing the ways the brand is to be experienced and expressed in the organization.” 

(Karmark, 2005: 124). 

We have in the above described why Living the brand theory is relevant to apply to 

the case at hand, as Novozymes are dependent on their employees living the brand, 

as they face the customers and thereby are part of the brand. Furthermore, getting 

the employees to live the values seems as a normative way of controlling the brand, 

making it even more relevant to apply the living the brand theory to the brand. 

We will now move on to an in-depth analysis of the Novozymes brand, departing in 

the VCI model. 

13. Analysis VCI 

We will in the following analyze the coherence between the vision, culture and 

image of the brand that is Novozymes. We have chosen to divide the analysis and 

first look at the vision, then culture and then the image aspect. Lastly we look into 

the future of the brand and look at how three levels of awareness determine where 

the Novozymes brand is in various regions, and why this influences the culture, 

vision and organizational identity.  

 

13.1.1 Vision 

When analysing using the VCI model, it seems imperative to take a look at the stated 

vision, in Novozymes’ case: “Novozymes’ vision is to ensure the right balance between 

better business, cleaner environment, and better lives. This vision is further 

underpinned by our ambition to change the world together with our customers.” 

(www.novozymes.com). In this part of our analysis, we will make use of the vision 

stated by the company coupled with interviews with three key marketing managers 

in India, China and Asia & Pacific, and CEO of Novozymes Steen Risgård, in order to 

examine the coherence between articulated vision and how it is perceived by the 

managers acting on the vision in various regions of the world. As Hatch & Schultz 

describes vision as being what the executive management’s wants the company to 

about:blank
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be, what the company shall achieve (Hatch & Schultz 2008: 231), it seems especially 

relevant to look at what the CEO has to say about the matter.  

13.1.2 CEO Steen Risgaard 

Steen Risgård articulates what Novozymes has to offer, and how he thereby reads 

the vision: “Det vi kan er at hjælpe dem med at gentænke deres arrangement, og det 

tror jeg, når vi har den placering hos Unilever og P&G vi har, så det fordi vi hjælper 

dem med at rethinke tomorrow. Når vi får en pris af P&G 4 gange I træk så er det fordi 

vi er deroppe. Hvis man går ind I emerging markets, så er der mange kunder hvor man 

ikke skal derop med det samme, men det deroppe er det der adskiller os fra 

konkurrenterne. Omvendt, da vi startede I Kina, der var logistic delen meget vigtig. 

Altså vi kunne håndtere det, levere osv., det var meget vigtigt for dem. Nu er Kina jo 

bevæget sig fremad og opad I pyramiden. De kunder vi har I Kina nu, det jo nogen der 

gerne vil arbejde med os fordi de kan se vi kan hjælpe dem helt deroppe.” What Steen 

Risgård explains here, he also puts into a needs pyramid. A basic need is stability in 

delivering products, price, quality, the basics. Next level is helping customers with 

supply chain management and customer adaption, listening and being a flexible 

partner. At the very top, where the vision really is expressed, Novozymes helps its 

customers rethink their business, and thereby rethink tomorrow, and up there, they 

become strategically important for the customers growth. It seems critical that the 

employees understand where in the pyramid they are, seen from a customer 

viewpoint. Something that should be taken into consideration when producing a 

corporate brand strategy, as well as getting input from the local managers seems 

vital. Steen Risgård furthermore mentions that Novozymes’ vision needs to be closer 

to the fact that Novozymes can actually help the customers today, right now. The 

question then becomes if the employees can relate to this, as Hatch & Schultz 

articulates it: “Top managers need to listen and respond to both internal and external 

stakeholders if they want to formulate a strategy that employees can will deliver, and 

that other stakeholders understand and support. Of course this approach to branding 

sacrifices a considerable amount of management control.” (Hatch & Schultz, 2009: 
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121). Concluding on Steen Risgård’s comments, we will now examine if the 

employees agree with him when it comes to: 

1. Novozymes should help customers rethink their arrangement, rethinking 

tomorrow. 

2. Need to be able to adapt locally, China as one example. 

3. Meet customers where they need a partner, exemplified by his three-step 

pyramid. 

13.1.3 Indian Marketing Manager 

One respondent, a key marketing representative from India who wishes to be 

remain anonymous, describes how he thinks Novozymes’ target groups desired 

perception of Novozymes and their offerings as being: “A broader innovation 

machine because competitors like Dupont is seen that way” (Regional interview, 

India). This suggests that the Indian marketing representative to a great extent 

agrees with Steen Risgård and seems likely to be positive about the Rethinking 

tomorrow idea.  

When it comes to local adaption, he was asked; “Where, how and why should 

Novozymes make local customization of how we communicate about Novozymes 

and the offerings?” to which he replied “You can’t push global solutions/products so 

for the products, the communication should be glocal.” (Regional interview, India). 

This suggests that communication should be adapted locally every time, which we 

find to make sense as Novozymes as mentioned in the above is very deep into their 

customers value chain, customizing each product to the customer, making it 

imperative to communicate the level of partnership Novozymes has to offer, as 

mentioned by Steen Risgård.  

 

13.1.4 Chinese Marketing Manager 

Another respondent, Zhao Peng, Regional Sales Director, China, answers the 

question; “How is Novozymes and the offerings currently perceived by the 
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company’s stakeholders?”, concerning the first statement from Steen Risgård;  

1. Novozymes should help customers rethink their arrangement, rethinking 

tomorrow?” with the reply “Novozymes is a friend who provide solutions and is a 

strategic partner.” (Regional interviews, China). He furthermore says that 

“Novozymes makes clear statements and fulfill their commitment, delivers customized 

solutions for e.g. Liby. Novozymes is perceived as self own-oriented, other than 

customer oriented (Novozymes is elegant with very limited listening and 

understanding of our customers’ demands, e.g. the failure of Ondre pro); also, 

Novozymes is neither price competitive nor quick response (per a brewing customer 

survey done by a consulting company hired externally); there is no “one size fits all”. 

(Regional interview, China). There seems to be a gap between what Steen Risgård 

describes and what the local manager describes, what Hatch & Schultz would 

describe as an identity gap, which could lead to local stakeholders mistrusting 

managers aspirations for the company, creating a gap between the company identity 

and image, causing brand misalignment. Several questions arises here, do managers 

know what stakeholders want and are the corporate vision and values attractive to 

stakeholders? The chinese managers elaborates on how he thinks Novozymes 

should work towards closing the gap, more specifically should Novozymes be 

perceived as a global company or a glocal company (Think global, local 

customization). Concerning the second statement from Steen Risgård;  

2. Need to be able to adapt locally, China as one example, the Chinese manager 

replies; “The key is to work with partners for something substansive, depending on 

how much effort Novozymes makes, at which degree Novozymes invests to the 

partnership, and what unique values Novozymrs deliver from customers’ perspective. 

E.g. Novozymes is a good supplier of P&G, but not a strategic partner in R&D and co-

branding. Good examples include Novozymes’ worldwide collaborations in bioenergy 

worldwide.” (Regional interview, China). The chinese manager is furthermore 

questioned on how Novozymes should communicate in order to fix the gaps he 

describes: “Being balanced and somewhere in the middle. Making global vision and 

local commitment. The pros for Novozymes are the worldwide bases and visions as a 

global company and foreign investment in China with 15+ year local operation and 
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experience. There is no “one size fits all” strategy or solution. Novozymes needs to be a 

good listener in local markets first, and make plans after. More empowerment needs to 

be given from Novozymes industry product group and Industry strategy group to 

China.” (Regional interview, China).  

Concerning the third statement from Steen Risgård;  

3. Meet customers where they need a partner, exemplified by his three step pyramid, 

the chinese manager answers the question; When we talk about Rethink tomorrow 

it is often within the context of ‘More with less´. How are using Rethink tomorrow 

and there more big themes that Rethink tomorrow could encompass, the Chinese 

manager replies with the following answer: “Too abstract to give target groups (in 

particular customers and associations) a more concrete view of what Novozymes is 

doing when talking about “Rethink tomorrow solely. It works well for existing 

customers and associations like the three industry brand: Bioenergy, Food and 

beverages, Household care. But not often to see the three being used in the 

communications materials provided by Marketing Communications. 

Analyzing on the Chinese managers answers, it becomes evident that there is a gap 

between where the executive management thinks the brand is, and what the 

expectations really are in the regional market. A clear cue to us, that there is a lack 

of coherence between the branding from headquarters and the regional need. 

 

13.1.5 Asia & Pacific Manager 

Thirdly, we have interviewed Anders Glasdam Axelsen, Head of Regional Marketing, 

Asia & Pacific. He answered the question; How is Novozymes and the offerings 

currently perceived by stakeholders?”,  concerning the first statement from Steen 

Risgård;  

 

1. Novozymes should help customers rethink their arrangement, rethinking 

tomorrow?”, by using a few key words stakeholders would label Novozymes with. 

“Customers and partners: realistic, ethical and a marketing leader and a close 

partner.”  (Regional interview, Asia & Pacific). Which must be characterized as being 
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very close to Steen Risgård’s description of how Novozymes should be function, and 

thereby be perceived, a stronger alignment than described by the Chinese manager.  

When asked about the second statement from Steen Risgård; 

 

2. Need to be able to adapt locally, China as one example, Anders Axelsen replies 

“Novozymes need to play from both ends - gaining local markets by having a global 

vision. No need to be one single role. The reason is that, Novozymes is by the nature a 

global corporation and seeking local business growth. The key thing is to get a balance 

between global and local - that is being glocal.” (Regional interview, Asia & 

Pacific).That reply is very much in line with Steen Risgård’s perception and seems to 

be a common denominator between the amongst the managers, perhaps 

safeguarding their individual independence, but also supporting the pyramid theory 

that Steen Risgård described. Concerning the third statement from Steen Risgård;  

 

3. Meet customers where they need a partner. When we talk about Rethink 

tomorrow it is often within the context of ‘More with less´. How are using Rethink 

tomorrow and the bigger themes that Rethink tomorrow could encompass, Anders 

Axelsen replies with the following answer: “It shows Novozymes’ big ambitious and 

great challenges ahead. It also portrays Novozymes as a company who has a strong 

sense of responsibility to the world, its own value, and its sustainable development.” 

(Regional interview, Asia & Pacific). 

 

13.2 To much marketing communications? 

It seems relevant here to draw on the theory of “Living the brand” by Esben Karmark. 

As mentioned in the above, Novozymes has so far use of what he refers to as the 

marketing communications perspective, rather than the value based perspective. So 

far, Novozymes has, by use of folders and intraweb articles made efforts to get their 

employees to live their brand. As Karmark suggests, the value based perspective 

does however ensure a higher degree of local involvement, and thereby experienced 

coherency of the brand. This appears relevant to Novozymes as they are, in our 
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opinion, very dependent on the relations their employees have with the individual 

clients, emphasized by Steen Risgård’s comment about how Novozymes can be of 

value to their customers. If Novozymes wants to be perceived as a partner who can 

help rethink tomorrow by rethinking their customers business, it is vital that they 

deliver every time, especially as their product reaches so far into their customers 

value chain. When producing a brand strategy, these insights can be used as an 

advantage. The local adaption of the brand strategy is vital, and therefore we argue 

that based on the above, local knowledge and input should be implemented in the 

brand strategy, benefitting from being a global corporation, with local agents. Our 

solution and suggestion will take this into consideration and exemplify how this can 

be done, on a strategic, tactical, and operational level. 

 

13.3 Culture in Novozymes 

The next step in the VCI-model is to analyze the culture of the organization in order 

for us to grasp the current situation. 

 

13.3.1 Definitions 

First of all, the internal culture is partly defined by how the surrounding world, the 

stakeholders, perceive the organization, as external images interact with the ways in 

which employees think about their organization (Hatch & Schultz 2004: 45). This 

means that we will have a look at how Novozymes present themselves on their 

website, because we believe it is fair to say that the organizational website 

represents a sizable amount of the façade the organization holds towards its 

stakeholders. 

 

13.3.2 Looking in from the outside 

Secondly, we want the reader to know that we acknowledge the difficulties we as 

external observers had when trying to identify and quantify the organizational 
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culture of Novozymes. One can only observe, and subsequently analyze, a given 

culture through the lens of one’s own cultural framework of understanding (Riad, S., 

2005). Therefore an analysis like this can only become a proximity of what the ‘true’ 

organizational culture is.  

‘True’ is in ellipsis as there is no true culture per se; culture, in a social contructivist 

perspective is a dynamic, co-created discourse, and is as such also dependent on 

each organizational member's identity and other cultural discourses in which they 

are situated. We will discuss this much more in depth in the later chapter on social 

contructivism. Departing from the fact that we cannot ever get a ‘true’ grasp of the 

organizational culture of Novozymes, we must look to proxies that can hint at the 

culture. This is why we approach the corporate website. Besides acknowledging that 

this analysis is difficult, we also acknowledge that this is but one way to approach 

the issue of analyzing organizational culture. We will argue, though, that the 

corporate website is a close enough proxy for the culture as such that we can use it 

in our analysis. 

 

13.3.3 Tip of the iceberg 

What follows next will also need a word of explanation to guide the reader through 

our methodological approach. In the following section, we will apply what we found 

through the social contructivistic approach in a classic functionalistic framework of 

analysis, i.e. Edgar Schein’s three levels of culture (Schein, 2004). As stated in the 

beginning of this thesis, we have consciously sought to bridge the two main 

paradigms of contemporary organizational and managerial theory to get the most 

true view on the micro and macro processes in the actual Novozymes organization. 

To analyze the culture in the organization, we will go to Edgar Schein’s theory on 

organization culture and leadership (Schein 2004). Schein holds it that the 

organizational culture is build up on three layers; Basic Assumptions, Values, and 

Artifacts., as shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Edgar Schein’s Iceberg, own adaption 

 

In Schein’s culture iceberg, the top half layers illustrate the visible and explicit parts 

of the culture; artifacts such as objects, words and deeds – and values, which are 

ideas and discourses that the members of the organization can articulate. The 

bottom half is represented by tacit values, beliefs and assumptions that guide life 

inside the organization. This bottom part is tacit in that it cannot be articulated 

directly. If we ask an organizational member what his basic assumptions are, then 

we most likely would not be able to put words to it. This means that we have to 

discover the basic assumptions hold by the members by looking and the explicit 

parts of the culture, and then approximating the basic assumptions based on those 

observations. This also means that the reader should know that we could never 

describe the basic assumptions and ideologies in a 1:1 correct illustration. What we 

can do, however, is to get so close to the reality that our findings are still valid in 

context of general analysis of a specific phenomena that will guide advice on an 

academic level. 

We would also like to draw the readers attention to the point that the underlying 

assumption behind this method proves a salient point for us, in that it reveals the 

meaning-making process that define all brands, and which is especially defining for 

strong brands (Hatch & Schultz 2004: 47). 
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13.3.4 What meets the eye 

The first thing we notice when we look at the external material Novozymes have 

produced to brand itself (website, brochures) is that the world sustainable is used in 

every material and in every context, as illustrate in the following sentence from the 

frontpage of their website: 

 

”SUSTAINABILITY PAYS. Placing sustainability at the top of your business agenda is 

not only the right thing to do – it also makes good business sense”3.  

 

The use of the word sustainable is natural for a company that produces biofuel, 

which’s inherent selling proposition is sustainability.  But biofuel is only a small 

percentage of Novozymes total production, which is mostly defined by enzymes. 

This leads us to conclude that sustainability plays a more basic role in the self-

understanding of the Novozymes organizational members. The term ‘sustainable’ 

can in this context be seen as an allegory to ‘doing good’. Sustainability has become 

one of the buzzwords in the globalized, post-modern society. What we are getting at 

here, is that the phrase sustainability is an artifact for an underlying assumption 

that the company is in the world to make it a better place, not just make a profit. 

The next term we’ll analyze is ‘leading, as demonstrated in the following sentence 

from the ‘about’ section on Novozymes website: 

As the world leader in bioinnovation we believe that by using industrial biotechnology 

we can potentially re-engineer thousands of everyday products to deliver enhanced 

sustainability performance, introducing energy cost savings, and decreased raw 

material costs for our customers. (Novozymes.com, about section). 

The word leading is repeated over and over on their website. It is also reflected in 

the way the management talks about the company. Interestingly enough, we found 

that also the employees on the floor use the term. This indicates, that it is indeed a 

bedrock from which the culture is growing.  Anecdotally we can note that 

Novozymes was founded and is still today run by a group engineers. The 

                                                        
3 Novozymes.com, frontpage 
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occupational culture of the engineering trade can have been one reason as to why 

leading is such a frequently used term. No matter the cause, the frequent use of this 

term denotes how the organizational members sees themselves. They are leading 

within their field. This is based on the basic assumption that you have to be the best 

and most innovative in the business you’re in order to be competitive. 

 

The last of the phrases we have found to be suitable in this analysis is ‘partnership’. 

This is again another term we see a lot on Novozymes’ website. The idea is 

communicated through two main terms; partnerships and alliances. This indicates 

that the stakeholders will perceive the organization as partly defined by the idea 

that Novozymes is a company with focus on partnership, i.e. a company that you not 

only trade with, but who can also help you achieve your business goals as a strategic 

partner. We believe this shows Novozymes as an organization with a less masculine 

culture. That is as cooperation is seen as a better solution than competition to 

problems. Again, this goes back to the same two basic assumptions are the two 

previous terms; that Novozymes is out to make the world a better place, and that 

they are best in their field. 

 

Now, we will analyze how the culture of the organization aligns with the vision of 

the top management. This is important because when the culture aligns with the 

vision, employees personalize top management’s aspirations for the organization, 

which gives the employees motivation to pursue strategic vision that goes beyond 

following orders; each employee will ‘own’ the corporate brand (Hatch & Schultz 

2008: 129) We believe this is the key for Novozymes if they want to successfully 

implement a global corporate branding strategy that can be adopted by all the sub-

cultures and nationalities in the organization. 

 

13.4 Novozymes´ Image 

We will in the following analyze Novozymes´ image. We will do so by using both 

interviews, and the image survey described above. 
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13.4.1 Recognized by one of the biggest players in the world 

When analyzing Novozymes´ image, we take our stance in the interviews we 

conducted with Brand Director, Jesper Frederiksen, CEO Steen Risgaard, and various 

employees from Novozymes combined with the Image analysis 2012, and empirical 

observations like the Novozymes website.  We asked Brand Director, Jesper 

Frederiksen 2 questions, the first one was:  

“Do you yourselves conduct image surveys? To that he answered: 

“We do not measure our image systematically. We conduct internal image surveys 

every year where our employees rate our image and their view upon our image. 

Besides that, we are part of a lot of surveys rating journalists, potential employees and 

investors perception of Novozymes. So our surveys are very target group specific and 

uncoordinated, not very systematic actually. Despite this, or maybe because of the 

intense business focus Novozymes has, they have, as the only supplier ever, been 

named business partner of the year by the worlds largest FMCG Corporation, 

Proctor & Gamble. 

The statements is backed by the following statement, from P&G seems to say it all.  

 

“I congratulate all of our award winners, especially those who were recognized as 

‘Business Partner of the Year’. Our external business partners are an important part of 

the Company’s ability to innovate and to grow, and are critical to the work we do at 

P&G every day.4” 

 

What this implies is that not only have Novozymes fulfilled what they promised P&G, 

they have exceeded those expectations, and thereby increased their image with the 

stakeholder at hand, P&G, and thereby enhanced their total image as a recognition 

by P&G, we argue, will affect others perception of Novozymes. But it is not only in 

the international markets that Novozymes have improved their image. In the home 

market, the Danish, Novozymes have climbed the image scale of Image 2012, and 

                                                        
4 http://novozymes.com/en/news/news-archive/Pages/Novozymes-Four-for-four.aspx 

 

http://novozymes.com/en/news/news-archive/Pages/Novozymes-Four-for-four.aspx
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are placed at an impressive 3rd place, despite being in the business of chemistry, 

which is not usually combined with great images and awareness. Novozymes has 

advanced from a ranking as number 9 in 2002, and has not dropped out of the top 

10 one single time during those last ten years, see model below. 

 

 

Figure 6: Image Survey, Mannov 

13.4.2 A constant topscorer 

In the following, we will further examine the parameters on which Novozymes are 

measured image wise. 

•   Total image 

Despite doubt about Novozymes´ corporate strategy 

(www.novozymes.comhttp://www.novozymes.com/en/investor/financial 

reports/Pages/Annual-reports.aspx), the image has not been affected, on the 

contrary, and the financial strength of the company is rated higher than ever before. 

•   Management 

Novozymes, impersonated by CEO Steen Risgaard is rated 4th best in the survey, a 

research question to further investigate could be; what will happen when he resigns 

http://www.novozymes.comhttp/www.novozymes.com/en/investor/financial%0Dreports/Pages/Annual-reports.aspx),
http://www.novozymes.comhttp/www.novozymes.com/en/investor/financial%0Dreports/Pages/Annual-reports.aspx),
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in 2013. http://www.business.dk/foedevarer/ny-topchef-i-novozymes-klar-ved-

aarsskiftet) 

•   Communication 

Steen Risgaard and the communication team has proven itself very skillful both 

when it comes to communicating about Novozymes and their products, and 

especially communicating their financial results and strategy. 

•   Employees 

Again, Novozymes is rated 4th, an important category for a company dependent on 

having the best educated, most innovative employees. They are in the business of 

inventing, or should we say, rethinking tomorrow. 

•   Quality 

At 5th place, Novozymes is also rated highly in this category, which is remarkable, as 

it can be expected that less then everyone has the knowledge needed to evaluate 

chemical products. What this could be affected by is awards like the one given by 

P&G. 

•   Innovation 

What puts butter on Novozymes´ bread, rethinking tomorrow. Innovation is crucial 

to the business of Novozymes, and the company comes in at an impressive overall 

3rd place. Why this is important, image wise, we will describe in greater detail in the 

below. 

•   Credibility 

Novozymesis rated as the 4th best in class when it comes to credibility. Like it’s 

older brother Novo Nordisk, realistic financial statements and expectations are 

rewarded in the survey. 

•   Responsibility 

As Novozymes produce enzymes, which replaces chemicals, the company is, one 

could argue, born green and will therefore automatically, we argue, receive high 

ratings in this category. And they do, a 6th place. 

•   Financial power 

A category where Novozymes is not rated in the top five, this could be due to the fact 

Dupont, a very big corporation has entered their market. 

http://www.business.dk/foedevarer/ny-topchef-i-novozymes-klar-ved-aarsskiftet)
http://www.business.dk/foedevarer/ny-topchef-i-novozymes-klar-ved-aarsskiftet)
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•   Competitive strength 

One of the few categories where Novozymes is not in the top five. This is peculiar as 

Novozymes is one of the biggest players globally in the enzyme business. What 

could have affected the rating, is the fact that Dupont has bought its way into the 

enzyme industry, taking over Danisco and thereby threatening Novozymes unique 

position in both Denmark and globally. 

  

We asked Brand Director, Jesper Frederiksen, “How do you perceive your image?”  

To that, he answered: 

“Our research and experience shows us that we are still in an awareness phase in many 

of our markets. There a lot who do not know Novozymes, when stepping outside 

Denmark´s borders (and our key industries borders internationally). But among those 

who know us, we are considered innovative and trustworthy. 

 

13.4.3 Connecting the image dots 

If we couple this statement with the interview we´ve conducted with the CEO, Steen 

Risgaard, and his talk about being in different phases in different markets; Når vi får 

en pris af P&G 4 gange I træk så er det fordi vi er deroppe. Hvis man går ind I emerging 

markets, så er der mange kunder hvor man ikke skal derop med det samme, men det 

deroppe er det der adskiller os fra konkurrenterne. Omvendt, da vi startede I Kina, der 

var logistic delen meget vigtig. Altså vi kunne håndtere det, levere osv., det var meget 

vigtigt for dem. Nu er Kina jo bevæget sig fremad og opad I pyramiden. De kunder vi 

har I Kina nu, det jo nogen der gerne vil arbejde med os fordi de kan se vi kan hjælpe 

dem helt deroppe.” it becomes evident that Novozymes branding should focus on, at 

first, creating awareness, rather than explaining what the company can actually do 

when reaching highest level of influence. What we have tried to express in the 

model below is that the level of awareness and familiarity with Novozymes is what 

qualifies the company to move upwards in the pyramid shown below. And why is it 

interesting to move upwards in the pyramid? Steen Risgaard explains it as: “Helt 

øverst, der hjælper vi kunderne med at gentænke deres forretning, heroppe er vi 
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strategisk vigtige for deres vækst. Når vi får en pris af P&G 4 gange I træk så er det 

fordi vi er deroppe.” (Interview, Steen Risgaard). When influencing a company´s 

strategy in the sense that Risgaard talks about, a lot of competitive advantages 

become apparent. One is the strategic lock-in, where a company “achieves a 

proprietary position in its industry; it becomes an industry standard.” (Johnson et al, 

2008: 235). We argue that that is exactly what has happened when a company such 

as P&G chooses to use Novozymes enzymes for producing products. Not only have 

P&G bought Novozymes enzymes, they are using Novozymes as a strategic business 

partner who customizes enzymes specifically for them, which requires an in-depth 

understanding of the supply chain in P&G, which again will be very hard to obtain 

for the competitors of Novozymes. This is what Johnson et al defines as “First mover 

dominance. Such standards are likely to be set early in life cycles of markets.” (Johnson 

et al, 2006: 235).  The longer Novozymes seems to spend in a market, the higher up 

the pyramid the company moves with it´s customers. Steen Risgaard explains it in 

the following: “deroppe er det der adskiller os fra konkurrenterne. Omvendt, da vi 

startede I Kina, der var logistic delen meget vigtig. Altså vi kunne håndtere det, levere 

osv., det var meget vigtigt for dem. Nu er Kina jo bevæget sig fremad og opad I 

pyramiden. De kunder vi har I Kina nu, det jo nogen der gerne vil arbejde med os fordi 

de kan se vi kan hjælpe dem helt deroppe. De mangler noget corporate positioning ude 

I landene fra os. Hvis corporate skal have mere focus på salg og marketing, lyder det 

rimelig at vi skal mere focus på hvad vi kan tilbyde kunderne.” (Interview med Steen 

Risgaard). 

 

13.4.4  Implications for the business 

What this means, image wise, or should we say business wise, is that image qualifies 

Novozymes as a company that their customers consult when constructing their 

supply chain. However, in order to get there, it is vital that Novozymes, when 

entering new markets, perform on, at first, the bottom level of the pyramid, shown 

below, and subsequently the second level in order to get to the third level, where the 

lock-in occurs. And thereby helping their customers, Rethinking tomorrow.  
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13.4.5 Dangers allure  

Hatch & Schultz mentions the dangers that allure if gaps occur between for example 

the image of the company and the culture of the company, shown in the model 

below. 

 

 

 

Figure 7: VCI model, Schultz & Hatch. 

 

This is very relevant to this case in particular, as the employees, at least in the R&D 

section of the company, are used to operating at the very top of the pyramid shown 

below.  

 

Figure 8: Branding factors, own adaption 
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If the culture among Novozymes employees is to constantly challenge and try to 

improve customers business, there might occur a gap between image and culture, 

especially in emerging markets. The reason for that is, if Novozymes is trying to 

create awareness in a new market, and penetrating it using the parameters shown 

in the lowest level in the pyramid, the employees have to play along and focus on 

delivering on price, time etc. and not challenging the customers supply chain or 

strategy too much. The challenge, image wise, then becomes to adjust customer 

expectations with employees´ expectations to their job. 

 

13.4.6 The danger of gaps 

The Image-Culture gap occurs when the company culture does not concern itself 

with performing in sync with the image of the company with stakeholders, and 

when these stakeholders do not experience that the company lives up to the 

promises given by the company. This balance is important as there are two specific 

dangers luring. If the image is not incorporated in the identity, the company risks 

narcissism, but is image given too much attention, not considering the company 

culture, the company risks become an over pleasing spineless organization, 

undermining the opportunity of building a strong identity. 

 

13.4.7 The improvement in the perception of financial strength 

Novozymes, in our minds, seem to encapsulate financial facts and the softer 

parameters as environment and social responsibility. Communication wise, 

Novozymes wanted to break free from the classic sustainability image. They by 

creating a new branding – “Rethink Tomorrow” – that focused on Novozymes’ 

creation of innovations for a brighter future, and its ability to help industrial 

customers see themselves as a part of a sustainable future. To rethink tomorrow 

means to continually explore possibilities. As such, the visual identity system that 

was developed could be applied in an almost infinite number of ways depending on 
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the communication need. The broad range of applications designed, which include 

print, electronic media, tradeshow, and signage, all demonstrate the range of 

possibilities of the system and convey the story of Novozymes’ continuous progress.  

 

 

Figure 9: Novozymes Key Performance chart5 

 

13.4.8 VCI analysis summary 

To sum up, we have found out the following in our VCI analysis. Novozymes operate 

in various levels of awareness. Image wise, this means that Novozymes also operate 

on three ‘image levels’. The reason why we conclude this is that image is a 

temporary phenomenon that exists with the given stakeholder (as opposed to 

reputation, which is a more permanent phenomenon (Formbrun, 1992). It is 

therefore possible to ‘have’ different images with different stakeholders. This, we 

argue, is what will qualify Novozymes to assist their customers in three different 

levels, supplier of goods, developer of the supply chain, and strategic business 

consultant. In this way, the image becomes a part of the business strategy per se. We 

will also argue that Novozymes needs to be aware of where on this scale they are in 

                                                        
5  http://report2011.novozymes.com/ 

http://report2011.novozymes.com/
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the specific market, and they need to make perfectly clear to their employees, what 

Novozymes is perceived as by their customers, and how what they promise to 

deliver is perceived. Otherwise, the employees will act in an inconsistent way 

towards customers. This supports a social constructivist take on the branding 

strategy, as Novozymes´ business is very much driven by the relations their sales 

people have in the field, the sales people are important to incorporate in the 

branding strategy, both from a corporate global viewpoint, and a local viewpoint. 

14. Living the brand analysis 

 
We will in the following examine how the Living the brand theory can used to clarify 

which approach to use when communicating a brand strategy to employees. The 

theory consists of two approaches, but what we have found, and will explain further, 

is that a mix of the two seems to be relevant for Novozymes to look into.  

 

If you can manage the values, you manage the backbone of the company. 

A valid point, is to argue why the concept and theory of living the brand (Karmark, 

2005), and especially the concept of value based management (Karmark, 2005: 104) 

is relevant. Let us begin by stating why working with values is important: “If the 

values are deeply rooted and coherently interlinked, (…)This, in effect, brings the 

brand to life and enhances the likelihood of a better performance” (de Chernatony in 

Karmark, 2005:104). What the quote emphasizes is the core of the challenge that 

companies usually face when implementing values, getting employees to actually 

live the values, not just to understand and deliver them (Karmark, 2005: 109). Had 

that been the objective “The Marketing & Communications perspective” (Karmark, 

2005: 109), where “employees are, to a large extent, seen as one of the target 

audiences for the company´s brand communication.” (Karmark, 2005: 109) would 

serve more useful.  
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14.1 Pro´s and con´s 

The downside of the Marketing & Communications perspective however, is that “the 

marketing and communications based approach might, in fact, end up hindering the 

employee´s involvement in the brand. When advertising language is used to convey the 

brand values to the employees, there is a risk, that the employee will not perceive the 

values as relevant to their everyday lives.” (Karmark, 2005: 112). An alternative to 

this, the value based management perspective, is preferable when seeking value 

identification, a point that it is furthermore emphasized by Dutton, Dukerich & 

Harquail in Gotsi & Wilson: “In order to encourage stronger commitment to the 

organization and its core values, employees need to internalize and adhere to the 

organization´s values and norms in their attitude and behavior.” (Gotsi & Wilson, 

2001: 100) which furthermore will have a normative control aspect, as explained by 

Kunda in Karmark: “Control however, can also take the form of normative control, 

where management attempts to influence and direct employee´s actions by controlling 

the underlying experiences, thoughts, and feelings that influence behavior” (Kunda in 

Karmark, 2005: 115). 

 

14.2 Application of living the brand 

By applying living the brand theory, especially the value based management which 

is concerned with “… the employee´s identification with the brand and this 

identification is attained through the employee´s socialization into the organization´s 

cultural values” (Schein in Karmark, 2005: 108) and “emphasizes the employee´s 

identification with the company´s brand values” (Karmark, 2005: 113). We seek to 

prove that a bridge built between value based management and structural changes 

combined with the use of post-heroic leadership will lead to succeeding in getting 

the employees at Novozymes to live the values. 

 

14.3 Not an easy task 

This of course is not done easily: “The question then becomes how to execute the 
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corporate branding processes in such a way that the employees are given a real part in 

establishing the ways the brand is to be experienced and expressed in the organization.” 

(Karmark, 2005: 124). 

It has become clear to us that Novozymes has successfully developed and 

implemented values through means of campaigning or what Karmark refers to as 

the use of the “The marketing and communications perspective”, the value pamphlet 

being the most obvious example, though we do acknowledge the level of 

involvement of employees in Novozymes, based on what we have heard in our 

interviews. One could argue that the inclusion of employees is a hybrid model 

(Karmark, 2005: 117), as this has been done through a controlled bottom-up 

approach, where employees in Novozymes, have participated in debates all around 

the world, with the participation of members from executive management. 

 

Head of HR, Michael Almer explains: “Having the CEO present, it is simply the most 

powerful signal you can send to the employees.” (Michael Almer). When developing 

the new values, Novozymes has had a strong emphasis on how the company 

interacts with the outside world, rather than on which technologies the company 

uses and how the technologies function, exemplified by going from “Inside out” to 

“Outside in” and going from “10 in 10” to “Change the world” (Mads Madsen). The 

view is further expressed by Head of global internal communications, Jeppe Glahn: 

“It is not just a question of opening up the organization, but of opening up in the right 

ways, i.e. integrate platforms that address as many aspects of the organization, 

together with the outside world.”. 

 

In the below, you will see what we refer to as the Action based management 

perspective and how it differs from the two traditional ways of approaching values 

management. Figure 9 captures the essence of our thoughts on leaders (securing 

buy-in and employee belief by focusing on followers), followers (acting on brand 

values and bringing these to life) and structure (allowing action before talk) through 

reflection over what kind of company Novozymes is and what their challenge was.  
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Figure 10: Progression of implementation, own adaption 

 

Our analysis leads us to favor what we distinguish as a process oriented manner of 

leading to effectively make the values come alive. But what does it require of the 

leader in order to situate the framework as one that aligns followers behavior in 

such a way that it becomes possible to live and act upon the values? 

The leaders at Novozymes are to focus on the informal, routine qualities of 

leadership such as cheerful greetings, asking questions, listening to and chatting 

with employees, in other words to exercise everyday leadership, what some call 

management. 

 

14.4 Management seems simple 

What some sees as simple management and mundane everyday practices others 

argue is practices of leadership, in line with post – heroic leadership theory. What 

we have found though, is that what is perceived as leadership is closely linked to the 
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context and stage of development the organization finds itself in. If the organization 

is in a development stage requiring change e.g. the situation Vestas found itself in at 

2005 before the appointment of the charismatic CEO Ditlev Engel, transformational 

leadership is preferable.  As time progresses and the level of certainty rises within 

the company the need for practicing everyday management becomes more and 

more essential for the effectiveness and successful evolution of the company. What 

this brings with it is the aspect of post-heroic leadership, emphasizing a strong focus 

on followers. However, this enhanced focus on followers might be applicable in a 

consensus-driven culture such as Scandinavia (Hofstede, 2011), critics would argue 

that it would not be effective in other cultures where the business structure is very 

hierarchal for instance in China, or where leadership styles are more masculine, as 

in China (Hofstede, 2011).  

 

14.5 Critique of value based management 

Furthermore, critics to the thought of value based management, such as Karmark, 

might argue that employees fully identifying with the values is somewhat illusionary. 

We argue though, that by imposing a structural change that empowers the employee 

with a sense of contributing to the direction of the company, and at the same time 

enforce this structural change with a solution that does not address the values as 

such, but rather addresses the employees everyday work life through an incentive 

to pursue their own ideas, means that the values do not dictate how the employee 

should act, but instead provide an opportunity to act in line with the values. Tying 

employee incentives to the values makes the values become relevant, and is thus a 

way to make the values come alive. The advantage here is, that instead of wrapping 

up values as old news in new packaging, we propose communicating how the 

project at hand will benefit the employee and at the same time, getting the 

employee´s to act upon the values. This, coupled with post-heroic leadership, is 

relevant for both employees, superiors, values and enhancing business value at 

Novozymes.  
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14.6 Difference between campaigning and changing mindsets 

Karmark’s thoughts on Living the Brand is best used to situate values in a 

theoretical framework, using the Marketing and Communications based perspective 

and Value based management perspective to highlight the differences between a 

campaign and process orientation to values. The analysis revealed that campaigning 

is most effective when a specific result is required, i.e. developing and implementing 

the new values, but once the result has been achieved, i.e. the values have been 

implemented, the situation calls for action instead of talk in order to make the 

values come alive, suggesting that the process oriented approach finds its relevance 

in this situation. By imposing a structural change, the values would not dictate how 

the employee should act, but instead provide an opportunity to act in line with the 

them, the branding strategy should take this into consideration. In response to 

critics that might argue that full identification with the values from the employees is 

somewhat illusory, we argue that imposing a structural change that empowers the 

employee with a sense of contributing to the direction of the company, and at the 

same time enforces this structural change with a solution that does not address the 

values as such, but rather addresses the employees everyday work life through an 

incentive to pursue their own ideas, success will be within reach. This means that 

the values do not dictate how the employees should act, but instead provide them 

with an opportunity to act in line with the values.   

 

14.7 Summary of applying Living the brand 

To sum up, the branding strategy should leave room for employees to live the brand 

on three different levels, dependent on where in the market Novozymes is. We here 

refer to the pyramid shown in the image analysis of the thesis. As the previous 

suggest, the branding strategy should consider how to both give room, and restrict 

the operational options for the employees. What this leads to, is providing the 

employees with enough information about the level of business Novozymes has 

with the specific customer, and thereby avoiding creating a mismatch between 
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expectations of Novozymes and the customer at hand.  

15. Corporate branding and leadership 

In this section, we will engage in an in-depth analysis of the phenomenon of 

leadership will influence the implementation of the new corporate branding 

strategy, and a discussion of how this can strategy can reinforce a global corporate 

culture that will be the basis of the desired image Novozymes will have with its 

stakeholders. 

15.1 Introduction 

We will analyze and discuss this through the becoming perspective on discourse, as 

we will highlight agency’s ability to influence structure through bottom-up activities 

(Pudnam & Fairhurst, 2004). More specifically, we will do this through the micro-

discourse perspective, which has focus on how leaders construct a sense of reality, 

or frame the reality for the followers in a normative way (Alvesson & Spicer, 2011). 

Having established our approach, we will now dig in to the analysis itself.  

 

15.2 Getting started – the problem 

The first thing to look to when trying to solve a problem is the problem itself. The 

issue of changing or adapting a corporate brand, especially in a global company, is 

what Grint would call a wicked problem (Grint, 2005), in that it has a high level of 

complexity and ambiguity. The reason we see this specific situation as wicked is 

because it is difficult to comprehend cause and effect in the delicate relationship 

between internal culture, external image, management vision, and every individual 

employee and stakeholder. All this co-constitutive parameters are connected in a 

actor-network (Laoma-Aho & Paloviita, 2010), between which connections or 

‘bridges’ are difficult to figure out. Yet, when we approach our case problem as a 

wicked problem in an actor-network, we can see ‘leadership’ as a way to both 

analyze the problem and come with a solution, as leadership is the exact answer to a 
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wicked problem (Grint, 2005). We would like to stress here, that leadership should 

be seen as something else and beyond ‘mere’ management, and that when we say 

leadership, we mean it in the same way as established by Grint et al. in the 

organization literature. 

 

15.3 The actual problem 

An implication of the case problem itself (that Novozymes will have to adapt it 

corporate branding strategy to an organizational change), is that there must be a 

degree of resistance among the Novozymes employees. Firstly, we would argue that 

if there was no resistance, there would not be a problem, and secondly, we argue 

that resistance to a change is probable, maybe given, in that resistance can be seen 

as a coping mechanism for sustaining identity in complex and uncertain 

circumstances (Ganesh, Zoller & Cheney, 2005). 

 

15.4 The problem is then 

We have established that the problem is wicked, and that Novozymes can use 

leadership to confront it, but we have also recognized that we want the solution 

(leadership) to come from the bottom-up. If you think of a leader, you would likely 

be thinking about a heroic individual on top of a pyramid shaped hierarchy rather 

than a bottom-up phenomenon. This is not the solution we seek to a problem of this 

nature. By leadership, we think of a bottom-up initiative, as we want to meet and tap 

into this resistance there is among the employees locally, first and foremost through 

local brand ambassadors. Thus it is the brand ambassadors’ job to be pioneers and 

roles models of the new corporate brand strategy. More on that later. We will now 

analyze the leadership phenomenon in relation to Novozymes specific case. 

15.5 Leading in an effective way 

According to Waldman et al, effective leaders must master two key characteristics: 

transactional- and charismatic leadership ability. In this specific case, we believe 
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that it is important that the brand ambassadors demonstrate charismatic leadership, 

as it is key to good performance in ambiguous circumstances (Waldman et al., 2011). 

More specifically, the confidence and vision of charismatic leaders can reduce the 

Novozymes organizational members experience of uncertainty in an ambiguous 

context by showing how uncertainty can be turned into a vision of opportunity and 

success (Bass, 1985). 

Additionally, charismatic leadership has the benefit that followers tend to identify 

with charismatic leaders, which will make them feel good in their presence and 

create a high level of collective cohesion (Waldman et. al., 2001). By charismatic 

leadership, we do, however, not put an emphasis on the personal attributes of the 

brand ambassadors per se, but rather on how they are helping the management 

with creating a vision, which will inspire and empower the Novozymes employees 

globally and locally in the flux of ambiguity and uncertainty that is the 

organizational circumstances. This specific type of leadership is also known as 

transformational leadership (Smith, Montagno & Kuzmenko, 2004). 

Transformational leaders develop and nurse inspirational motivation and 

intellectual stimulation of their followers, which is exactly what we want the brand 

ambassadors to do, as this will encourage the individual employees to reflect on the 

their identity in relation to the organization, and thus enable them to act as brand 

drivers in the interaction with the stakeholders of Novozymes. Smith, Montagno and 

Kuzmenko also emphasize that transformational leadership is effective when a 

company wants to revitalize the organization, and as such, plays directly to our 

ambitions. Also, when delving on the approaches of leadership, it should be held in 

regard that the context of the leader has more impact on the outcome than the traits 

of the leader herself (Grint, 2005). This is why we stress that it is important for 

Novozymes to proactively create this structure or context that can foster the desired 

outcomes. However, this should not be an issue for Novozymes, as leadership is in a 

dialectic relationship with the culture it is embedded in (Guthey & Jackson 2011). 

Know that the brand ambassadors are rooted in the organizational culture of 

Novozymes, this means that how they perform leadership will be shaped by the 

existing culture. Note the dialectic relationship means that the brand ambassadors 
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actually will be able to create a positive change in the way the employees perceive 

the company, and thus how the external stakeholders will perceive it. This is one of 

the fundamental keys to understanding how leadership can work as a normative 

tool in a corporate branding project. 

16. The Critical Paradigm 

In this section, we will approach the corporate branding issue through a lens social 

constructivism. The reason we apply this symbolic paradigm to the case problem is 

that want to analyze the co-constitutive attributes of the relationship between the 

individual employee on a micro level and the corporate brand itself on a macro level. 

We do this by, as mentioned before, approaching the corporate brand as a discourse 

in which the agency of employees is situated. 

16.1 Approach 

The ontological approach we apply here is what Fairhurst and Putnam (2004) 

would call the grounded-in-action perspective on the organization. That is, action 

and structure within an organization are mutually constitutive, in which agents are 

a active parts of the structure, or discourse. Consequently, the employees will both 

influence the brand and be influenced by it. If you have read Fairhurst and Putnam, 

you might ask why we don’t apply the becoming perspective on the organization. 

The becoming perspective holds that discourse is above and beyond organization 

ontologically. It precedes it. And agency is given more weight than structure so that 

agency is looked upon as the main driver of the metaphysical properties of 

organization. The reason we don’t subscribe to that paradigm here is the nature of 

the case. A part of the case problem per se is that agency, the employees, is situated 

in different structures of macro cultural discourse. That is, the employees are 

located in different nations with different cultures. And since this is the core of the 

problem, we argue that the grounded-in-action perspective is favorable, as it 

employs an even focus on agency and structure. The reason we repeat this is that we 

believe it is of highest importance that the reader is aware of the ontological lens we 
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apply, because if one was to read this thesis with a functionalistic paradigm in mind, 

our analysis and subsequent conclusions might be skewed hermeneutically.  

Also, we believe for one to be able to really appreciate, and thus take advantage of, 

how this before mentioned charismatic leadership embodied in the brand 

ambassadors can guide Novozymes employees in their uncertain context, we will 

descent to the level of the individual agent and look towards the theory of 

sensemaking and sensegiving (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991). When engaging in a 

discussion on how local brand ambassadors can do leadership on an everyday basis, 

a large focus will be on participation and democratization of the leadership in the 

organization per se. It follows that the leadership approach we subscribe to here is 

the post-transformational (Alvesson & Spicer, 2011). 

 

16.2 Making sense of it all 

Sensemaking happens when the involved individuals attempt to “develop a 

meaningful framework for understanding” of the context they are situated in (Gioia 

& Chittipeddi, 1991: 442). When individuals develop this framework of meaning, 

symbols can be an effective way to guide how they make sense: “In one sense, 

symbols are the currency of exchange in trying to manage the launching of a 

strategic change effort. Symbols mobilize action.” (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991: 446). 

Departing from this knowledge, it becomes clear that orchestrating symbols is an 

imperative for the Novozymes management when trying to change the 

organizational culture from the current state to one that can foster the desired 

corporate brand as per the co-constitutive properties before mentioned. According 

to the late philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce, a symbol is a conventional sign that 

arbitrarily stands for an object, only because of rule or convention, and thus is a 

signifier (Cheney et al., 2004). As the specific context of Novozymes is dynamic and 

ambiguous, and as per Peirce, we believe that it is necessary for Novozymes to 

actively engage in the creation signifiers through which the Novozymes employees 

can make sense. As symbols are rather static and difficult to change (Cheney et al., 

2004), we believe that strategic use of metaphors in relation to the brand 
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ambassador program is a more efficient way for novozymes to engage in managing 

of meaning in relation to this program. As well as symbols, metaphors function as 

signifiers for agency (Alvesson & Spicer, 2011), and thus for sensemaking. In this 

perspective, we see metaphors as a form of meta-communication individuals apply 

to make sense of ambiguity in their context. 

 

16.3 Mr. Ambassador 

This is where the brand ambassadors will play a key role. The metaphor of 

“champion” alone has some power to it, as the word is synonymous with positive 

terms such as “winner”, “supporter” and “defender”. According to Alvesson and 

Spicer (2011), there are six main metaphors generally used to describe leaders in 

business context. These metaphors not only help frame the way followers perceive 

their leaders, but also how they make sense of the immediate circumstances 

(Alvesson & Spicer, 2011). We believe that three of these metaphors are useful 

when establishing the right framework of meaning for the program. Those are 

“saints”, “gardeners”, and “buddies” (Alvesson & Spicer, 2011), as all contain 

elements that are suitable for the ‘brand ambassadors’. These metaphors does not 

necessarily have to be used directly, they are powerful enough when they function 

as unconscious cognitive schemas that influence how people act in relation to the 

‘brand ambassadors’ (Alvesson & Spicer, 2011). This will also give people the 

opportunity to switch between different metaphors (schemas) depending on how 

the perceived requirements of the context. This means that the program also will 

make the employees more crisis resilient, as it offers heuristic, generic guideline for 

sensemaking (Mills & Weatherbee, 2006), that will prevent cosmological episodes, 

collapse of structure and sensemaking (Weick, 1993), like the employees have 

experienced during the ongoing debate on environmental changes and global 

warming. However, this is only possible if such a program does not create tension in 

the workforce within Novozymes. We will analyze and discuss this in the next 

section. 
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16.4 Alternative practices 

As the brand ambassador program is going to be used in a normative way by 

Novozymes, it is vital for the success of the program that the dynamics and tensions 

which will be embedded in the interactional nature of such a program. This is 

especially true for Novozymes, as the employees have experienced a sustained 

period of ambiguousness in their circumstances, e.g. going from an identity of being 

Novo Nordisk employees a decade ago, to now having gone through several faces of 

organizational identity shifts as the company expanded and became global. As we 

want to get the most accurate depiction of this reality, we will analyze the program 

through what we call alternative practices.  

16.5 History never lies 

Through the recent 15 years, several case studies have been carried out in relation 

to leadership in alternative organizations (Kramer, 2006; Buzzanell et al., 1997). 

Studying alternative organizations, such as theater groups or quilting guilds, has 

opened up for a, in this regard, rather interesting alternative perspective. This 

perspective emerges when one delves on alternative organizations, as the practices 

in this type of organization makes the alternative practices salient. ‘Alternative 

practices’ is a term we coin here to cover the different practices, which are unique 

(in their prominence) to alternative organizations. This does not mean that 

alternative practices does not take place in traditional organizations, such as an 

industrial producer, but rather that they become much more evident in alternative 

organizations. A concept such as shared leadership (Kramer, 2006) is an alternative 

practices which we believe can shed light on how the leader-follower interaction is 

going to fold out in practice. 

 

16.6 Focusing on something else than business 

The core of the brand ambassador program is in itself alternative in the context of a 

business-to-business focused organization, as the focus is not (directly at least) on 
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making a profit or earning a living. When approached this way, the brand 

ambassador program can be said to draw on an undercurrent of opposition to the 

traditional business of a business-to-business industrial organization (Buzzanell et 

al., 1997). As argued earlier, we believe that there is a degree of resistance among 

the employees to the business as a result of the increased focus on environmental 

changes and global warming. This is, however, not a bad thing. When approached 

the right way, this undercurrent of resistance can be a resource for the organization, 

which the brand ambassador program can tap into (Garnesh, Zoller & Cheney, 

2005). At the same time, the structure of the brand ambassador program will foster 

shared leadership, as shared leadership emerges from the very structure of such a 

program (Kramer, 2006). Shared leadership is characterized by being a bottom-up 

approach to leadership where followers play an equal part in the leader-

relationship (Kramer, 2006). This means that the employees who engage in the 

program will experience a context within Novozymes, where they will have 

increased influence on circumstances, compared to the more rigid, hierarchical 

structure they are usually situated within. The perception of increased influence 

will make the employees feel empowered rather than controlled (Kramer, 2006). 

This is crucial because “individuals seem to want to make sense of their biographies, 

of their significance in the world and of what they are doing in the workplace” (Ford, 

2006). In this way, participating in the brand ambassador program can help 

employees make sense through an alternative subject position in the Novozymes 

macro-discourse. To help enhance this effect, the name of the brand ambassador 

program is in fact itself a metaphor, which should merge the behaviors of the 

employees and the events of context into a single metaphorical characterization 

(Buzzanell et al., 1997). Concretely, this is done by creating an alternative to the 

‘Novozymes employee schema’, which is the cognitive model of their workplace we 

presume the employees hold now.   
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Figure 11: Image/theme relation, own adaption 

 

The alternative schema enforced by the brand ambassador program will be 

centered on responsibility and environmentalism. This new alternative schema will 

enable the employees to translate their cognitive model of Novozymes into a 

specific image of doing-good-for-the-customer. This image will infer several themes, 

that is, texts that occur repeatedly in talk (Buzzanell et al., 1997). These themes 

should be viewed as micro-discourse, the everyday talk through which the 

employees frame Novozymes. By constituting the image of doing-good-for-the-

customer and, consequently, related themes in everyday talk, the brand 

ambassador program will create an alternative subject position, in which the 

employees can position themselves in a new way, in the ambiguous, contradiction-

filled discourse of Novozymes. 

 

16.7 A new position, a new identity 

By deconstructing the unified, coherent individual of western tradition it becomes 

obvious, that different discourses, and thus subject positions, are competing in the 

day-to-day narrative of any individual (Ford, 2006). Thus, the brand ambassador 

program can constitute an additional subject position for the employees to take, 

when they navigate in the ever ambiguous and contradictory-filled context of an 

industrial organization. As noted in the previous section, this new position in the 

existing cloud of subject positions, will enhance the employee’s perception of being 

empowered. We argue that his or hers experience of empowerment will have a 

direct effect on the culture in Novozymes, and thus play a decisive role in creating 

the desired corporate brand. In this regard, it is important to keep in mind, that 
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individuals constantly switch subject positions that fits the context (Ford, 2006). We 

argue that this new subject position will work as a new way to frame the occupation 

for the employees, and being able to move between different frames, like subject 

positions, has proven to be crucial for people who are situated in a work context of 

ambiguousness and complexity, as it gives them a way to work around the tensions 

created in such an environment (Meisenbach, 2008).  

 

 

Figure 12: The new subject position cloud, own adaption 

 

However, what we believe is really interesting when analyzing subject positions is 

the influence they have on the identity on the micro/individual level. 

  

As we approach the topic of identity through a post-structuralistic paradigm, it is 

relevant to note that individuals hold no essential identity, instead, identities are 

constituted through subject positions which agency take through language and 

cultural control (Ford, 2006). This means two things. First, that identity is 

fragmented and in a constant flux. Secondly, talked themes (see previous section) 

actually give a way to experience the subject positions as an external observer 
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because they reflect the discourse in which the subject positions exist. This means 

that the management can keep track of how the program is influencing the identity 

of the individual employees. In this way, the brand ambassador program will work 

as a mental cage, in that it is a way for management to control the organizational 

identity and thus how the employees identify with the organization (Kärrman & 

Alvesson, 2004). We want to stress, that the phenomenon of a mental cage is not 

something negative per se, and especially not in this case, as the control is about 

empowering the employees rather than restrict them. 

16.8 A different organization 

A powerful way in which the brand ambassador program will affect the identity is 

through differentiating Novozymes from other organization in the perception of the 

employees, as Novozymes will be seen to be doing ‘good for the community’, which 

we believe is not associated with industrial organizations per se today. Interestingly, 

this will again enhance the constitution of the Novozymes identity, as identity of the 

individual is constructed by difference from what the individual seeks to distinguish 

(Derrida, 1993). 

 

Figure 12: The mutually constitutive relationship of identity and image, own adaption 
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 16.9 Summary of the Critical Paradigm 

To sum it up, the identity of Novozymes will be reinforced by the brand ambassador 

program and vice versa. To give an overview of how this is done, we have created a 

model for the purpose, see figure 12. On this model, the identity of the individual 

employee is symbolized in the lower left corner. The identity affects how the 

individual behave by influencing his/her sensemaking (Weick, 1993). This behavior 

then affects how people perceive the individual (Christensen & Cheney, 2010), 

connoting the image. How people perceive you in turn influence your own feeling of 

self, your identity (Hatch & Schultz, 2000). 

  

This can, as stated before, be controlled normatively through the mental cage, 

because the image/theme relationship allows for external observers to analyze the 

discourse in which the subject positions itself, which constitute the occupational 

identity of individuals and thus their behavior, resides. 

  

So far, we have not talked about how a change in identity actually creates this 

culture that will be the foundation of the corporate brand we need. One might think 

that all the above only has influence on the people who are engaged in the brand 

ambassador program. However, the brand ambassadors will be able to foster the 

culture Novozymes needs, as we explain in the last section of this part. 

 

16.10 Part-conclusion 

During our analysis in the above, it has become clear to us that the vision of the CEO 

Steen Risgaard is to become strategic partners for the customers. We have also 

found out that the regional marketing managers seem to share his vision. We have 

also analyzed how the degree of awareness varies greatly globally and therefore so 

does the image of Novozymes. It is however possible for Novozymes to work 

normatively with their image by dividing stakeholders into three main categories 

related to how deep they are in their value chain: supplier of goods, developer of the 
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supply chain, and strategic business consultant. To get there, we found out that the 

brand strategy should leave room for the employees to live the brand on three 

different levels depending on where in the market Novozymes is. When looking at 

implications for the individual employee, we found that a social constructivistic 

scope would appear to be effective as it will empower employees and make them co-

creators of the brand, in sync with the previously described living the brand theory. 

 

17. New corporate brand strategy 

17.1 Introduction 

Here, we will account for how the brand ambassadors will influence the 

organizational culture enough to constitute what we sought in the research 

question; a culture that will foster employee performance to strengthen Novozymes’ 

relationship with it stakeholders. To do this we will try to put Mary Jo Hatch and 

Majken Schultz theory on Vision, Culture and Image, into play as we will produce a 

brand strategy with departure in the individual employees identity combined with 

the image and vision of the company, constantly aligning the three. 

17.2 The everyday life of an ambassador 

The above means that the brand ambassadors will do the following: 

1. Influence the organizational identity of Novozymes by offering alternative 

subject positions in the discourse of the organization. 

2. Create the desired culture internally that can be the foundation of the 

Novozymes corporate brand externally 

3. Enhance the employees’ perception of self, and thus how they communicate 

with customers. 

4. Improve the customers perception of Novozymes 
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This will, as the models might suggest, create a virtuous circle, in which these effects 

keeps enhancing each other.  

Keeping our research question in mind; How can organizations today apply global 

corporate branding strategies to successfully face the challenges of a post-modern 

context? We will now look into how Novozymes should construct their brand 

strategy, and how Novozymes could apply a global branding strategy. 

17.3 Global presence – Local depth 

Novozymes´ brand perception is dependent on the level of awareness, we have 

determined in our analysis. What this implies, and why this is relevant when 

developing a brand strategy, is the fact that the awareness level decides how the 

brand should act, or rather what the brand should emphasize in the brand 

communication. We therefore suggest that Novozymes promotes brand 

ambassadors in each region, responsible for, with the assistance of headquarters, 

determining where on the model below Novozymes´ brand is.   

 

Figure 14: Awareness/expectation model, own adaption 
 

17.4 The role of headquarters 

Headquarters should then provide brand communication suitable for the level of 

awareness, as well as the expectations of the customers, shown on the model below. 
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Is Novozymes at a low awareness level in the region; chances are that the brand 

communication should focus on Novozymes´ ability to deliver on time, at a 

competitive price, in a continuous way. Is the brand more well known, the brand 

communication should focus on the quality of the products delivered by Novozymes 

and possibility of customization the company offers. Is the brand very well known, 

like in its home market, Denmark, the brand communication should focus on the 

engineering qualities the company possesses and thereby their ability to restructure 

the supply chain in a strategic way, rethinking tomorrow.  

 

Figure 15: Brand factors, own adaption 

 

17.5 Levels of brand strategy 

Based on our findings in the analysis section of the thesis, we argue that a corporate 

global strategy, for Novozymes, should stand on three legs, strategic, tactical and 

operational (Johnson et al, 2008: 7), which we have shown in figure 15 below. 
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Figure 16: The three layers of strategy, own adaption 

 

The strategic level, “Concerned with the overall scope of an organization and how 

value will be added to the different parts (Business units) of the organization… It may 

well take form in an explicit or implicit mission that reflects expectations.” (Johnson et 

al, 2008:7). In other words, meaning a process where top-level management sets 

long-term organizational goals and determines where an organization is going over 

the next year or more -typically 3 to 5 years, although some extend their vision to 10 

to 20 years. The strategic level would, in Novozymes´ case be represented by CEO 

Steen Risgaard, as well as Head of Corporate Positioning, Mads Madsen. The CEO 

would typically set out a mission, as he and the rest of the executive management 

team have done, often times in cooperation with the communication team. When 

Novozymes says thay want “to ensure the right balance between better business, 

cleaner environment, and better lives. This vision is further underpinned by our 

ambition to change the world together with our customers.”6. The task of the 

communication and marketing teams becomes to persuade the stakeholders that 

this is what Novozymes is doing. 

 

The tactical level differentiates itself from the strategic level as the tactical level 

typically is expressed in an actual plan with actual activities. To be more specific,  

                                                        
6 www.novozymes.com 

http://www.novozymes.com/
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middle managers, like Brand Director, Jesper Frederiksen, interpret these goals and 

develop tactical plans for their departments that can be accomplished within one 

year or less. One example could be marketing plans developed on a yearly basis. If 

the strategy is to strengthen a company’s position on digital media, the marketing 

plan should show that by having planned activities online. 

 

The third level, the operational level, is where what consumers and everybody 

outside the organization sees.  This could be ads in newspapers, TV commercials, 

online banners etc. Supervisors within departments implement operational plans 

that are short-term and deal with the day-to-day work of their team. Short-term 

goals are aligned with the long-term goals and can be achieved within a month, 

quarter or up to one year.  

 

These three levels of strategy will be incorporated in our suggestions for a brand 

strategy for Novozymes. But before we begin to unfold our brand strategy, one more 

perspective should be emphasized, the global architecture of the brand, versus the 

local presence and difference in environments the brand operates in, fostering the 

expression, glocal., explained in-depth below. 

 

17.6 The glocal strategy 

Based on our analysis, it seems evident to us that Novozymes should make use of a 

GloCal brand strategy. What this means is, that the brand strategy should be 

streamlined and show a coherent brand on a global, or strategic level, but with 

differing regional plans, on tactical and operational levels. Operating globally, 

Novozymes needs to understand that each company is confronted with different 

challenges based on the countries and societies in which they operate, as Steen 

Risgaard mentions, different regions requires different solutions, at different levels 

returning to his pyramid with the three levels, hygienic, supply chain and strategic. 

Novozymes should across the organization take a GloCal approach: working on a 

global level to develop the strategic approach, but acknowledge the local diversity 
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within Novozymes´ operations. We argue that local brand ambassadors should be 

used to ensure that the strategy is suited to local circumstances. 

17.7 From strategic to operational 

In reality, strategies are hard to implement, and often, good strategies end up having 

no effect. This is mainly, we argue, due to the fact that if the organization do not get 

tools and elements they can put to use, acting on a strategy is almost impossible. We 

will therefore focus equally on the operational, tactical and strategic levels of the 

overall brand strategy. That way, we will show our reader how the operational and 

tactical levels supports the overall strategic level of our branding strategy. Our 

strategy will be a two-lane highway, an internal and an external, supporting and 

complementing each other. The strategy consists of three steps (Also shown in the 

model below): The reason for the continuing culture building is, as we will describe 

further in the below, the change of mindset Novozymes´ has to carry out, from 

campaigning, to a more long term lifestyle changing mindset, an ongoing process 

and negotioation. 

The strategy´s three steps are as follows: 

1. Creating a strong culture and thereby global brand coherency, through the 

values of Novozymes 

2. Specification of level of awareness of Novozymes in regions 

3. Implementation of brand and marketing tools in the local region 

 

 

 
Figure 17: Implementation, own adaption 
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17.8  

The Brand Ambassador Program – Building a strong, consistent brand culture 

The reaoson for departing in the values is that it is of the utmost importance to 

create coherency and overall alignment when constructing a brand strategy. We 

therefore argue that getting everybody to live the values, is the first step when it 

comes to getting the same employees to act on the brand strategy. 

From an overall perspective, the essence of the Brand Ambassador Program is 

appointing a brand ambassador in each region. He or she will report to 

headquarters and alignment will take place and the correct branding materials will 

be provided. But besides that, we propose that allowing the employees to use 5% of 

their time to pursue their own ideas – ultimately fostering new projects of business 

value to Novozymes. We see this opportunity as appealing to the employees, as it 

not only harnesses an innovative mindset but also paves the way for increased 

collaboration. Furthermore, by making structural change, we seek to overcome the 

challenge of not only talking about the values, and instead, getting employees to live 

them. The strength of this structural change, compared to for example the Novo 

Nordisk example in Karmarks Living the Brand text (Karmark, 2005: 117), is that 

policing will not be imposed. Instead, quiet leaders have the potential to emerge and 

by a simple pitch to their manager, and an acceptance of this, a project is underway.  

We introduce the Brand Ambassador Program to address the values of “Dare to 

Lead” and “Unlock Passion” because, as mentioned above, these two values lack the 

opportunity to actually be lived by the employees. In order to align our proposal 

with the guidelines and requirements for ´enhancing business value´ at Novozymes 

and also take into consideration the field of business that Novozymes operates in, 

we have articulated the following requirements: 

There must be a congruency between what the value stands for and how the 

tool/proposal allows this value to be lived on a daily basis. 

Replying on a story on the intranet might be helpful to another employee, but it 

doesn’t solve any of the daily tasks employee face themselves. Novozymes “Dare to 
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lead”, and so should employees at Novozymes. The congruency between this value 

and the mindset created by the platform, that you can lead your own project, in the 

way that you can start it up, is a clear connection between the value and the 

vitalization of it. Furthermore, we argue that if you are going to start up a project 

yourself, it is going to be one you are passionate about. All employees encounter 

restraints in their daily work, but by allowing employees to start up projects, they 

are given the possibility of changing and optimizing business processes and thereby 

optimizing the company´s structure. The processes the projects are going to change 

can be internal as well as external, what is relevant is that they are going to make it 

easier for the Novozymes employee, as well as Novozymes to operate in their 

environment.  

The employees should see this tool as an extra opportunity that makes room for 

living the values and thereby solving business problems. Business problems 

relevant to Novozymes, and doing so in a manner that enables them to view “Dare to 

Lead or “Unlock Passion” differently, guiding their thoughts and efforts on an 

everyday basis.  

The proposal must not have a beginning and an end, it must be permanent.  

Going from a diet, or campaign mindset to a lifestyle changing mindset, that’s the 

way employees and leaders should view this process. When implementing values, it 

very often with a campaign mindset, and when it comes to communicating what the 

values are, that mindset works. Informing, getting people interested, and measuring 

if they have received the message has all been done successfully. What we propose, 

when it comes to vitalizing the values and getting people to act upon them, is 

changing the mindset to a process oriented mindset. Granted it takes time, but as we 

see it, that is hidden strength. The strength lies in the possibility of constantly 

optimizing business processes and structures. It’s an ongoing bottom-up optimizing 

process, initiated by the employees, that constantly evolves. There will be change, 

but we see this as positive, and it should be framed in a positive way in order to 

wake alive the potential leaders in the organization, as employees are empowered, 

but still lead. 
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The must be a sensitivity towards the organizational structure at Novozymes, 

in order not to disrupt the authority that lies in the hierarchy.  

It is challenging to make the values come alive if you are unwilling to implement the 

values in structure. We agree on this standpoint, but do not perceive it purely as a 

matter of either/or. Our proposal of using 5% of the time to pursue own ideas does 

imply a structural change, but we do not perceive it as one that affects the authority 

that lies in the hierarchy. On the contrary, from a leaders point of view, we see this 

opportunity as a way of enhancing authority, as the ideas from the employee will be 

guided, developed and ultimately, if not relevant for Novozymes, be discarded by 

his/her manager. The Brand Ambassador Program does therefore not disrupt the 

employee/manager relationship in terms of authority; at its worst the relationship 

will remain untouched, at its best the relationship will be strengthened through 

increased collaboration from the idea generation process. The Brand Ambassador 

Program, allows Novozymes to implement the values in a structure, which is 

detached from the formal organizational structure but still relevant to the everyday 

life of the organization.  

The proposal must be cross-cultural and cross-sectional; its utility should to 

speak to all employees, regardless of job description and country.  

The Brand Ambassador Program addresses aspects of innovation, ambition, passion 

and solutions by giving the employees the opportunity to live these values 

(innovation, ambition = dare to lead, passion, solution = Unlock Passion) by utilizing 

the tools, resources and ideas in The Brand Ambassador Program. We see these 

aspects as universal drivers, i.e. something that is cross-cultural and relevant not 

only in a Scandinavian context, but just as important in an American, South 

American or Chinese context.  This further enhances the possibility of cross-border 

collaboration becoming a success. Therefore, we see the proposal as spanning 

across cultures as it speaks to all employees, regardless of geographical and cultural 

background. One requirement to keep in mind is the requirement of situating, or 

framing, as previously described. The behavior we are seeking needs to be framed 

as acceptable from the leaders of the organization, throughout the entire 
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organization and thereby creating a discourse which will encourage employees to 

live the values.  

 

17.9 Employee leadership through the Brand Ambassador Program 

By letting employees collaborate to pursue their own projects, the employees do not 

just talk about daring to lead, they are, so to say, pushed into acting out leadership 

when they structure, assign and develop their research proposition. As such, the 

employees can be perceived as would-be leaders, and this ties in well with 

Badaraccos description of quiet leaders, especially keeping the project-creation in 

mind, and the discrepancies that may arise in between engaging in the project of self 

interest and doing so on behalf of Novozymes. As every other global company 

Novozymes has to be able to deal with uncertain and shifting problems. Complicated 

motives offer important advantages when dealing with such problems. Including a 

lot of different obligations, feelings and practical considerations is central when 

handling a problem with unclear dimensions. One of the main points of the text is 

that leaders with complicated motives are better equipped for capturing nuances, 

consider past complications and avoid traps. Complicated motives improve the 

ability for creating the right plans that answer the right questions. As a quiet leader, 

you don’t settle for simplistic solutions. You come to terms with your problem, find 

ways to work and rework it and live with it for as long as it takes to solve it properly. 

Often dealing with complicated motives improves creativity, you state an example, 

and you exercise leadership. Employees should not feel incapable of exercising 

leadership if their motives are mixed. Instead when taking initiative, they should 

recognize that leaders are driven by a combination of variously directed forces. 

Some are egocentric some are altruistic. Embrace theses motives that are pulling 

towards different directions and use them as a resource.  
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17.10 Towards a process oriented mindset 

As we assume that the discourse reigning in most companies is an assumption that 

employees should be using their time in the most efficient way, a tayloristic (Bloisi 

et al, 2007: 39) view, proposing that employees use time on their own projects may 

spur confusion towards this view. When challenging this discourse, or any discourse 

for that matter, as we will argue for doing in the following, framing the situation is of 

the utmost importance. In the context of leadership, what is important to note, is 

that this requires leaders to emphasize that spending time on projects outside of 

Novozymes is regarded as good and accepted behavior, although it might not be the 

most efficient use of the time available, at least according to the current discourse. 

Transferring Grint’s thoughts of wicked problems to leader´s mindset seem 

appropriate, but why? 

 

Going from a campaign mindset to a more CCO (Bisel, 2010: 124) like perspective 

where we see the discoursive work and regulation as ongoing (Wieland, 2010:506), 

it would be appropriate, with Novozymes values in mind, to look beyond the 

boundaries of the organization when it comes to idea generation. This does however 

require the leaders in Novozymes to lead in a way that allows the followers to go 

beyond the organization, and, as Novozymes formulates it: “Connect to create 

Because the world is full of ideas”7.  

 

The importance of leadership among managers in Novozymes is articulated by 

Jeppe Glahn, who says: “Employees most important communication channel is their 

manager”. This illustrates how decisive for the employees actions the situating, or 

framing, done by the manager is. Only by managers´ actions can employees find 

examples to follow. This point is also illustrated by the system in which Novozymes 

educate their leaders. According to Michael Almer, leaders are brought together and 

cultural differences are discussed and taken into consideration before the actual 

learning experience begins. However, how leadership is perceived, is according to 

                                                        
7 www.novozymes.com 

http://www.novozymes.com/
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Grant determined by the situating and thereby the discourse reigning. What this 

means is, to show an example, is that if you take American leaders and educate them 

in how Scandinavian leadership (Hofstede, 2001: 279) functions and how it is done, 

the leader will still have to go back to America where the situation is different from 

the one in Scandinavia. The level of reflection and openness to asking questions 

rather than providing answers is different, and therefore managers have the 

challenge of situating, as the quote above from Grint illustrates. We believe we have 

a solution that at the same time creates a discoursive opening that will spur 

leadership by Novozymes´ employees and gives managers room to show leadership.  
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Figure 18: Table of the hybrid model of imposing the structural change imbedded in The Brand 

Ambassador Program and the implications it imposes. 

 

Distilling our thoughts on the initial initiative in the branding strategy, we have 

chosen to you leave you with our model that highlights the Action based 
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management perspective and how it differs from the two traditional ways of 

approaching values management. The model below captures the essence of our 

thoughts on living values (securing buy-in and employee belief by focusing on 

followers), acting on brand values and bringing these to life, and structure (allowing 

action before talk) through reflection over what kind of company Novozymes is and 

what their brand challenge is.  

 

 

Figure 19: Progression of implementation, own adaption 

 

Figure 19 illustrates the progression Novozymes will experience when 

implementing the action based perspective, describing both managerial and 

employee behavior. 

 

17.11 Specifying the level of brand awareness, regionally 

We will now specify how Novozymes should specify the awareness level of the 

brand in various regions, and how headquarters in Denmark should assist the 
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regional brand ambassador and vice versa. We will furthermore exemplify how such 

a process could look like. 

 

This part of the strategy needs, in our opinion to take its stance in the model CEO, 

Steen Risgaard, uses when defining customers needs, shown below. 

 

 

Figure 20: Brand factors, own adaption 

17.12 Living up to expectations – Strengthening the image 

Building on the previous section, encouraging employees to live the values, the next 

phase of the branding process it to determine where on the pyramid expectations 

are from a customer viewpoint. As suggested in the above, expectations often times 

match the level of awareness in the market in question. Therefore, we suggest a 

mixture of close collaboration with the regional marketing and communications 

team, who will have to provide headquarters with an externally based report, 

clarifying the image and awareness level. This should been seen as an ongoing 

process, as shown in the model below. The model shows the flow of a brand  

awareness campaign, though it should not be seen as a campaign, but rather an 

ongoing process.   
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The reason for having a brand ambassador becomes ever more evident in this 

process. The brand ambassador is vital to this process as he or she will be the local 

driver of the process and will have close contact to headquarters in Denmark. 

Furthermore, having a local driver will result in insight, not realistic for expats or 

headquarters staff members, to gain while in the region for time-limited period. 

If headquarters produce marketing and communication material, to which the local 

employees cannot relate, and therefore not live up to, it is vital that the brand 

ambassador immediately contacts headquarters and stops the distribution and 

usage of the material. 

 

 
 

Figure 21:  Feedback loop, own adaption 

As mentioned, the process should be seen as ongoing, constantly under construction 

and evaluation, which falls under the brand ambassador’s responsibility areas. The 

process orientation mindset is similar to the one we proposed in the above, when 

strengthening the culture in Novozymes. This process oriented mindset should be 

spread throughout the organization, and incorporated in the company’s brand, as 

the vision is to “Rethink tomorrow”, leaving no room to stay in the framework of 
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today. In order for our reader to grasp the process of the stage in the brand strategy, 

we have exemplified how such a local process could look like in the below. For the 

purpose of exemplification, we have shown the process as it would appear lasting a 

full calendar year, this is solely to ease the understanding of the process as tactical 

plans like this could take up to 3 years. 

 

 

Figure 22: Rollout of initiative, own adaption 

 

What this should ensure, is that through the use of brand ambassadors, Novozymes 

ensure that the employees identity, and the company’s image is aligned, creating the 

tight connection and alignment that Hatch & Schultz describes as being vital for 

creating a successful brand. As Novozymes, as we found out through various 

interviews, are very driven, image wise, by the relations the individual salesmen 

have in the local markets, it becomes crucial what material they use when 

communicating externally and with external stakeholders. This is something we will 

touch upon in the section below.  

 

In the above, we have explained how the regional level of awareness should be 

specified, as well as how the tactical plan should be developed locally, in corporation 

with headquarters. We will now move to the operational level of the strategy. 
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17.13 Implementation of the global brand strategy - locally 

It might seem trivial, but something as basic as PowerPoint presentation may vary 

greatly from market to market, division to division, client director to client director. 

This variation will however, in the long rung, influence the brands image, creating 

an inconsistent and unaligned brand. 

Therefore, the operational plan concerns itself with everything that has to do with 

the brand, from packaging, to presentations, to design guides, to presentations, to 

websites. Everything that expresses what Novozymes is, what Novozymes wants to 

do, and how Novozymes will do it. Obviously, headquarters cannot produce every 

single PowerPoint presentation needed by the individual employee, but what they 

can do, is create three different master presentations, matching the three levels of 

customer expectations and level of awareness. This model can be used for all 

marketing and communication elements, creating three toolkits, one for each level, 

which the local brand ambassador can choose from, exemplified by the model below. 

 

Figure 23: Implementation levels, own adaption. 

 

Drawing on the circular model above, it is equally important that the operational 

elements are constantly evaluated and tested, locally by the brand ambassador. 

Again, it is also important that headquarters get the evaluation; this could be a 

report, to let them know what implications there are in the individual region when 

using the marketing & communication elements. 
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17.14 Summary of strategy 

To sum up the strategy, it consists of three steps, which are repeated in a process-

oriented manor, never ending circle, as constant evaluation, improvement and 

implementation is required.  

1. Creating a strong culture and thereby global brand coherency, through the 

values of Novozymes 

2. Specification of level of awareness of Novozymes in regions 

3. Implementation of brand and marketing tools in the local region 

 

This is done through a close collaboration between local markets, represented by 

local brand ambassadors, responsible for the local implementation, evaluation, and 

specifying where on the awareness scale the Novozymes brand is within the 

regional market. The strategy is developed on three levels, with elements for each 

level of customer expectations, the levels being strategic, supply chain and hygienic, 

with elements for each level, produced by headquarters, as shown in the model on 

the following page. 

 

Figure 24: Implementation levels, own adaption. 
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18. Conclusion, discussion and theoretical implications for 

the field, organizational communication and branding 

 
In this last section, we will conclude on the findings of our analytical work. As we 

mentioned in the section on our research question, the primary aim of the thesis has 

been to be able to draw conclusions on a broad, general level within the academic  

sphere of organization and communication, and only secondarily to give advice to 

the concrete situation of the case company Novozymes. More specifically, we 

wanted to approach the subject matter in a different way than the usual by 

combining the positivistic and social constructivistic paradigms. The main object of 

analysis here was Hatch & Schultz’s VCI model. This model is usually seen as a 

classic example of positivism in academia (Christensen, Morsing & Cheney, 2008). 

 

To challenge the existing academic discourse around this model, we put the findings 

of the three constitutes, vision, culture, and image, under a critical analysis with 

heavy emphasis on base assumptions of social constructivism. Once we approached 

this issue with the lens of critical theory and social constructivism, a range of new 

parameters got revealed.  Approached this way, the culture of the organization and 

the image with stakeholders are each competing discourses forming structure in the 

daily life of the organizational members’ agency.  These discourses are, however, 

always embedded in larger macro discourses, such as the cultural and national 

culture of a given location. But this is not all; besides the macro discourses of 

organizational culture and image, and the macro discourses of nation and culture, 

any given employee is also affected by other, smaller discourses such as 

occupational discourses. This means that a Novozymes engineer in India might feel 

to have more in common with a Danish engineer than an Indian janitor.  
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Figure 25: Discourse cloud, own adaption 

 

On figure 25, you can see what we mean by organizational members being situated 

in different discourses at any given time. These discourses are dynamic, not static 

(Ashcraft & Mumby, 2004), and thus the organizational member can both ‘go in and 

out’ of discourses through time, and the discourses themselves can change. This 

should give scholars and practitioners who work with the VCI model food for 

thought as the VCI model itself is quite static: Even though the function of the model 

is to align the image and culture with the vision of the management and hence 

implies change, it still does not take into account all these different discourses that 

as structures influence the delicate, yet complex relationship between the agency of 

the organizational member and the context around this person. 

 

What we believe Schultz and Hatch does right with the VCI model, though, is to 

highlight the co-constitutive relationship between the internal culture, the external 

image and the vision of the management. This realization does in fact depart from 

the critical school of thought, which may lead one to believe that this model also 

could take into account the different streams of resistance that exists in an 
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organization. What we suggest here is that Schultz & Hatch hermeneutically take on 

what Habermas calls the technical approach to reality with their model (Alvesson, 

Ashcraft & Thomas, 2008). Instead, we suggest that the VCI model should be 

approached through what Habermas calls the emancipatory approach. This 

approach is characterized by focus on relations between agents, and on agency’s 

dependence on structure. The reason we suggest this is that scholars and 

practitioners would get a better lens through which they could grasp the micro and 

macro events that occurs in the contextual reality of the post-modern organizational 

life. 

 

Through the emancipatory approach, both the scholars and practitioners would find 

that the resistance existing in the organization would play a much more salient role 

than if approach though another lens. This is exactly because the VCI model is 

founded on the vision of the management. In other words, the model tries to give 

normative advice on how to stir the corporate brand in a certain direction. This 

again implies the use of dominance and power by the management.  Neither the 

extortion of power nor the resistance is explicit, and the resistance is not an attempt 

at transformation on part of the organizational members per se, but rather a coping 

mechanism (Ganesh, Zoller & Cheney, 2005). In other words, we believe the 

resistance should be seen as micro-practices in the macro discourse of the 

organization that allows the individual identity of the different organizational 

members to adjust to the collective discourse of the organization.  This realization 

leads us to the following conclusions: 

A. The vision of the management will be received differently depending on the 

identity of the individual organizational member. 

B. The identity of the individual organizational member is (also) influenced by 

the contextual macro discourses they are situated in. 

C. Because of A and B, the communication of the vision should be adjusted to 

the receivers depending on their location and role in the organization. 
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The understanding reached in C the basis of the three stages of the suggested brand 

ambassador program. A practical implication that follows from this is that the vision 

statement should be of a nature of strategic ambiguity (Miller, Joseph & Aker, 2000). 

We would like to emphasize that the messages themselves should not be perceived 

as ambiguous but rather as clear. Consequently, perceived clarity should ideally be a 

case of strategic ambiguity well done by the management. This is also why we 

believe the brand ambassadors to be the ideal communicators and carriers of the 

corporate brand strategy: they will inevitably communicate and effectuate the 

strategy through the lens of their own identity and culture. In this way, the 

corporate brand strategy will have a lesser risk of falling into what Schultz and 

Hatch would call the gap between the vision of the management and the culture of 

the organization. 

 

So what are the implications of the analytical work in this thesis? We would argue 

that when one attends the VCI model, it is not enough to do a ‘gap’ analysis of the 

difference between the V, the C, and the I. One should also take into account the way 

the corporate brand as a discourse influences both A) the micro practices in the 

organization and works as a structure to guide agency within it, and B) the mutually 

constitutive relationship between agents and discourses. 

 

Concretely, we suggest that when you use the VCI model for academic or practical 

work: 

A) You should take into account the undercurrents of resistance that happen as 

a counter-reaction to initiatives of power and dominance.  By this, we do not 

mean that the resistance should be fought. Quite the opposite. As long as the 

resistance itself does not take form of a macro discourse in opposition to the 

vision and brand strategy itself, the resistance is a sign of organizational 

members, who does not share the management’s culture and identity frame 

of reference, actually adapt to the new discursive openings and closures the 

vision and brand strategy represents.  
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B) You should not disregard the mutually constitutive relationship between 

discourse and agency. This means that for the corporate branding strategy to 

be successful, it should draw from the same discursive positions, and adhere 

to the same discursive openings and closures as the organizational culture 

allows. This can be a problem in a global organization that is characterized by 

not having a culture per se. This can be impossible for the management to do, 

as they are not necessarily members of any of the major subcultures within 

the global organization.  

 

As a consequence of A and B, and as per our strategic solution to the case example, 

we therefore argue that the way organizations today can apply corporate branding 

strategies to successfully face the challenges of the post-modern context, is to take 

these shortcomings of the traditional view on the VCI model into account. 

Competing discourses, embedded resistance, existing and potential subject 

positions etc. This, we argue, is in the case of Novozymes practically done by 

creating a brand ambassador program to help carry out the brand strategy locally. 

In this way, agents with an established subject position in local subcultures will 

make sense of the corporate branding strategy through the lens of their own 

identity and culture, and thus sensegive the brand message to their peers in a way 

that is adapted to the local organizational environment while keeping the normative 

purpose of the VCI model itself.  
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Annex 

Annex 1 – Novozymes image score last 10 years and 2012 parameters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Annex 2 – Resume of all interviews 
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As part of our gathering of data, we have conducted various interviews. We were 

fortunate enough to observe an interview with CEO of  Novozymes Steen Risgaard, 

conducted by Brand Director Jesper Frederiksen and external consultant David 

Adams. Furthermore, we have ourselves conducted interviews with reginal 

marketing managers from around the globe, from USA to China, to India, to the 

Pacific region.  

During the interviews, we have discussed the perception of Novozymes regionally 

and what has caused these various perceptions. We also asked the regional 

managers how they would like to improve Novozymes´ image and what they need 

from headquarters in order to do so. 

The regional managers all agree that Novozymes needs to do more and push more 

actively, but it seems that there is a lack of material to use locally. Material for 

external use is widely missing and it seems that the regional markets have to invent 

the material themselves, which could lead to the brand going in various directions. 

Steen Risgaard mentions what he calls his needs pyramid for companies, 

introducing three levels of customer expectations. In new markets, where the brand 

awareness is low, customers expect Novozymes to compete on price and time. In the 

next level customers expect Novozymes to compete on quality, and ability to fit into 

the supply chain. In the third and top level, customers expect Novozymes to act as a 

strategic partner. Furthermore, we have used individual quotations taken from class 

sessions held during courses at Cand. Merc. (Kom) with Novozymes employees, 

Head of Corporate Branding, Mads Madsen, Head of HR Michael Almer, and Director, 

Corporate Communications, Jeppe Glahn. 

We have used the various interviews as the empirical foundation for our thesis, 

combined with the image survey, “Guld Image 2012”. Throughout the thesis, we 

have constantly used the interviews, especially when analyzing the vision and 

culture of Novozymes, and when trying to get an idea of the image of the brand, 

regionally.  
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Annex 3 – Interview with Steen Risgaard 

 
Interview Steen Risgård 

 

Jesper Frederiksen: 

Når vi fortæller historien om Novozymes I emerging markets, er det så den samme 

historie vi fortæller på et global corporate niveau, så det er helt nede I hvad er første 

slide, hvad skriver man I presse. Før vi begynder at regionalisere historien, så lad os 

lige tage et kig på historien. Er det den rigtige fortælling? Det ender med at vi laver 

en tekst til spokesperson og en ny corporate presentation.  

Når vi positioner Novozymes ude I verden, har konteksten ændret sig, vi gik fra at 

være meget danske, til at være globale, nu spekulerer vi på om vi skal være 

regionale. Og så er der en nøglesten, vi blev set som enzymfabrikanten, nej vi ville 

ses som en partner man bruger til at løse problemer. Vi har benchmarket med nogle 

andre virksomheder.  

Vi er nok nødt til at slå nogle temaer fast og sige det er dem her vi arbejder med. Det 

gælder for så vidt både på tværs af regioner men for så vidt også på tværs af 

industrier. Hvad er vores track record indenfor de forskellige discipliner. Lav 

praktisk mangler vi måske noget materiale. 

Vi er også rigtig meget fokuserede fra corporate på public affairs delen men 

landende efterspørger at vi også, samtidig med vi holder fast I PA delen, fokuserer 

mere på hvad tilbyder Novozymes kunderne.  

 

David Adams: 

Vi har valgt at dele 3 virksomheder med dig Steen, på den gode side, Unilever og 

Maersk, Vestas er på den mindre gode side. De fortryder nogle ting vi muligvis kan 

lære fra. En af de ting dem der har haft success har gjort godt er at de har valgt nogle 

overliggende globale temaer som de har slået på. Unilever’s er meget enkel, 

Sustainability and innovation. Maersk har valgt noget andet, en made at lave 

forretning på hvor de har 4 temaområder, We move mountains, take responsibility, 
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Make change happen, Push boundaries. Alt de har bagefter er hængt op på de 

temaer. Relativ nem måde at strukturere på. Så vælger de fyrtårnsinitiativer som 

illustrerer hvordan de gør det. Det er sat så de kan glocalize, globalt tema, men lade 

folk lave det på local vis, Unilever er nok de absolut bedste. De sælger sig selv 

dygtigt ved at fortælle den lokale historie og er blevet meget mere accepteret.  

Deres brands bliver dog mere og mere globale, ting bliver mere og mere globale, 

derfor kalder de det glocalization. 

Not so god, interesseant med Vestas er at de har satset på næsten udelukkende at 

løfte deres industry, sammen med deres industry, wind made initiutive, imens er det 

der er sket, er at de har glemt at skabe en bro tilbage til hvad de kan bidrage med. 

Mens Vestas havde focus på industry branding, lavede Siemens en aftale med Dong. 

En af ønskerne ude I markederne er at vi ikke formindsker focus på industry 

branding for det er vi nødt til, men vi er nødt til at sikre os på corporate branding 

niveau at vi har den bro tilbage til os, og hvorfor os. 

Vi taler meget om biofuels, vi er ret langt inde I værdikæden og taler mindre om 

hvor er vi og hvad kan vi som partner. 

Ude I landende siger de at de gerne vil have vores public affairs arbejde og det 

hjælper, men de vil gerne have det koblet endnu mere sammen med vores corporate 

positioning. 

Der er nogle temaer der dukker op, rethink tomorrow er en uudnyttet skat vi kan 

bruge endnu mere. Den bruger folk, den repræsenterer virksomheden godt men 

måske nogle temaer under den. Vi er interesserede I hvad folk siger til Bio 

innovation, de vil meget gerne beholde den. Den er måske ikke slået helt igennem 

men jobbet er at kunderne og markedet forstår hvad bio innovation betyder. 

Glocalization betyder at vi lader de lokale implementere den globale strategi, især 

Indien siger at man er nødt til at give signaler om at vi er interesserede I lokale ting. 

 

 

 

 

Steen Risgaard: 
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Unilever har en historie der gør det let, de regionale kontorer er meget uafhængige.  

De andre har kunne lukrere på Vestas’ megen promovering af industrien. 

Hvis spørgsmålet er, hvis folk fatter bio innovation så vokser vi som Novozymes, er 

situationen stadig den? Med Dupont osv. Skal man mere tænke I vores retning frem 

for kategorien. Vi skal være sikre på vi husker at promovere os. Det har jeg altid følt 

vi gjorde når vi sagde rethink tomorrow fordi ja, selvfølgelig er DSM der og de har 

en masse penge, hvis man skal være meget arrogant så det det de har, men vi har 

den kreativitet der skal til for at hjælpe vores kunder med at lave nye løsninger, 

hvor DSM har 150 millioner dollars og hjælper stakkels POET. Jeg mener den 

vigtigste konkurrenceparameter vi har er vores innovationskraft og den mener jeg 

vi fanger når vi siger rethink tomorrow. Det vi kan er at hjælpe dem med at 

gentænke deres arrangement, og det tror jeg, når vi har den placering hos Unilever 

og P&G vi har, så det fordi vi hjælper dem med at rethink tomorrow. Jeg bruger 

nogle gange Maslows behovspyramide for virksomheder, jeg bruger den tit. I 

bunden har du leveringssikkerhed, pris, kvalitet, det bare basis. I midten kan du 

hjælpe kunderne ved at arbejde med supply chain og lave kundetilpasninger og 

grønne granulater osv. Hvor vi er meget lydhøre, en fleksibel partner. Helt øverst, 

der hjælper vi kunderne med at gentænke deres forretning, heroppe er vi strategisk 

vigtige for deres vækst. Når vi får en pris af P&G 4 gange I træk så er det fordi vi er 

deroppe. Hvis man går ind I emerging markets, så er der mange kunder hvor man 

ikke skal derop med det samme, men det deroppe er det der adskiller os fra 

konkurrenterne. Omvendt, da vi startede I Kina, der var logistic delen meget vigtig. 

Altså vi kunne håndtere det, levere osv., det var meget vigtigt for dem. Nu er Kina jo 

bevæget sig fremad og opad I pyramiden. De kunder vi har I Kina nu, det jo nogen 

der gerne vil arbejde med os fordi de kan se vi kan hjælpe dem helt deroppe.  

De mangler noget corporate positioning ude I landene fra os. Hvis corporate skal 

have mere focus på salg og marketing, lyder det rimelig at vi skal mere focus på 

hvad vi kan tilbyde kunderne.  

Bio innovation er det vi kan. Vi er meget tit de bedste til at bruge bio innovation til 

at få vores kunders forretning til at vokse. Det er vores udgangspunkt, unlock the 

magic of nature, det er det vi kommer med. Jeg synes langt hen af vejen har der 
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været periodevis stor focus på bæredygtighed, så det skal vi da have med. Nye 

forretningsmodeller, der har vi et efterslæb, vi er opfattet som nogen som er meget 

arrogante, vi har den her model og den kan I købe eller lade være, der er ikke andre. 

Det bliver der bare sået tvivl om I øjeblikket. Vi bliver tit opfattet som lidt arrogante, 

nu er vi ude og scramble for at være sikker på at der ikke kommer flere 

overraskelser. Hvis vi vil lukke nogle hurtige aftaler, så er vi nødt til at afvige vores 

gamle model. Så hedder det joint venture I Kina, hvis det er on-site production så 

gør vi det uden at tøve. Og ren faktisk tager nogle skridt for at realisere det. Der er 

en af mine kæpheste at det lykkedes kun hvis exe. Mgt. laver nogle deals af den her 

slags, signature intitiatives, og det er vi ved. Det tror jeg skal til. Folk skal begynde at 

se os som mere fleksible, må vi indrømme at vi ikke har ageret så meget som vi har 

snakket om. Vi skal have med at der er nogle gode eksempler på dette indenfor så 

lang tid. Det er en fremtidssikring af vores model. Et eksempel på Glocalization er et 

project vi har kig I Kina lige nu, det bliver et eksempel på local implementation. Men 

den smager meget internt frem for til eksternt brug. Vi skal bare gøre det, og så sige 

noget om det når vi har gjort det. Hvorimod nye business modeller det gør vi I lige 

nu. Partnership delen står I alle mulige strategier så det skal vi også have med.  

Rethink tomorrow, hvordan vi kobler det op til idag, man kan jo bare købe det vi har 

idag, så kan alle komme med på den bus, man kan godt komme hen til fremtiden ved 

at købe det vi har idag. Mht. Visionen skal vi tættere på at vi kan hjælpe dem idag.  

Partners, people & planet, det skal vi ikke bruge, det bruger allesammen.  
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Annex 4 – Interview with regional marketing managers 

 
Interviewguide for all interviews with regional managers: 
 
Name, background and role of interview-person 
 
Who are the top three target-audiences that you communicate with to reach your 
business goals? And why are they important? 
 
How is Novozymes and our offerings currently percieved by these stakeholders? 
Positive, negative, neutral?  How is Novozymes differentiated in the eyes of the target-
group? Why? 
 
Would you like to change the stakeholders perception of Novozymes and our offerings? 
If so – how do you want them to see us? And why do you want to change the perception? 
 
What communication tools do you use to communicate about Novozymes to these 
targetgroups – and how satisfied are you with them? 
 
In Novozymes we have a certain way that we talk about ourselves and our offerings – 
how we communicate our corporate brand – what do you think is good/bad/missing 
about this story? 
 
Should Novozymes be percieved as a Global company or a Glocal company (think global, 
local customization)? If the latter, where do your believe local customization is 
necessary…give examples. 
 
When we talk about Rethink  Tomorrow it is often within the context of ’More with less’. 
How are using Rethink Tomorrow and are there more big themes that Rethink 
Tomorrow could encompass? Please give examples 
How do you use ’Rethink Tomorrow’ ” 
 
We have consistently used the term ’bio-innovation’ the describe the business we are 
in..and to signify that our scope goes beyond enzymes. Please comment on the following 
hypotheses 
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Name, background and role of interview-person 

Jacob Traverse, Regional Marketing Manager 
 

Who are the top three target-audiences that you communicate with to reach your 
business goals? And why are they important? 

1. Distributors/food producers (multinational organizations with leadership US and 
elsewhere) 

2. Retailers Sell products containing our enzymes 
3. Industry associations Affecting purchasing and perception of products 
 
 

How is Novozymes and our offerings currently percieved by these stakeholders? 
Positive, negative, neutral?  How is Novozymes differentiated in the eyes of the target-
group? Why? 
  

Positively. Can help making food safe 
 

Would you like to change the stakeholders perception of Novozymes and our offerings? 
If so – how do you want them to see us? And why do you want to change the perception? 

 
1. Perception of biofuels Affected by economics of biofuels. 
2. Understanging of enzymes. ,consumer education, Anticipation of labeling of 

enzymes (being prepared) 
 

What communication tools do you use to communicate about Novozymes to these 
targetgroups – and how satisfied are you with them?  

 
Presentations, slides. Brochures, one-pagers, Standarized presentations on 
capabilities. Service catalog coming in 2013. Lack tailored presentations: ad-hoc 
assembly, cutting and pasting. Advertisements  Partners don’t want us promoting 
products (need to strike a fine balance), making ads high-level, simple. ”Dollar-
spent in one area can be spent across the board because it’s generic.” 

 
In Novozymes we have a certain way that we talk about ourselves and our offerings – 
how we communicate our corporate brand – what do you think is good/bad/missing 
about this story? 

 
Good: Have a technology-heavy focus. Should be more concern for the customer 
and less on how it’s going to work. 
 
Missing: Just tapping into the stories we have to talk about: focus 
on sustainability 
 

Should Novozymes be percieved as a Global company or a Glocal company (think global, 
local customization)? If the latter, where do your believe local customization is 
necessary…give examples. 

 
Depends on industry. In food, for example, sometimes good to be described as 
”global,” sometimes ”glocal:” depends largely on regulations. We try and fit our 
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solutions to the local setting. 
 

 
When we talk about Rethink  Tomorrow it is often within the context of ’More with less’. 
How are using Rethink Tomorrow and are there more big themes that Rethink 
Tomorrow could encompass? Please give examples 
How do you use ’Rethink Tomorrow’ ” 

Generic enough you can use it for anything. It doesn’t do us any harm. 
It opens the door. On the flip side, what does it have to do with us?” 

 
We have consistently used the term ’bio-innovation’ the describe the business we are 
in..and to signify that our scope goes beyond enzymes. Please comment on the following 
hypotheses 

 
Hypotheses: Many stakeholders neither recognize nor understand this term 
 

Comments 
True. Pieces are there but ”what does it mean?” 

 
Hypotheses 
The term is important for us, and if people do not understand it, we must put more 
effort into establishing and owning it 
 

Comments 
Sure if we think we can do that. We don’t always have an opportunity to do that. 
 

Hypotheses 
We should stop using the term  
 

Comments 
No. People at face value may not kno what it means. 

 
 
Name, background and role of interview-person 
 Indian Marketing Manager, wishes to be anonymous 
 
Who are the top three target-audiences that you communicate with to reach your 
business goals?  
 

Academic Institutes 
Key Companies 
Key Customers 
Industrial Research Instititues 
Industry Associations 
Government  
Media / Opinion Leaders 
Industry Associations 
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And why are they important? 
 

To improve exisiting & make new alliances 
To find more champions of Bio based solutions 
For advocacy together & introduce industry level changes 
 

 
 
How is Novozymes and our offerings currently percieved by these stakeholders? 
Positive, negative, neutral?  How is Novozymes differentiated in the eyes of the 
target-group? Why? 
 
Perception of Novozymes/how is NZ differentiated? 

  
Awareness very low amongst Academia  
Business Partners are apprehensive  
Low Awareness amongst non-customers 
Awareness good in Industry  associations 
MNC tag cuts out any Govt. funding 
Novozymes take the lead in Opinion forming and recongnized by Industry 

 
Why do they have that perception? 

 
Insufficient branding 
Because of a unique business model &  cultural differences 
 Insufficient branding 
 Due to good joint work with associations 
 That’s the way it is- as a policy 
 Due to good positioning work in recent years. 

 
Would you like to change the stakeholders perception of Novozymes and our 
offerings? If so – how do you want them to see us? And why do you want to change 
the perception? 
 
Desired perception of Novozymes and our offerings 

 
As one of the best innovation companies to work for 
To project as a Broader Innovation Engine 
To be seen as leaders in Industrial Biotech 

 
 
Why do you want to create new perception? 

 
To attract right talent in a competitive market 
Because competitors like Dupont as seen that way 
So that we are invited to be part of Government’s consultative processes 
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What communication tools do you use to communicate about Novozymes to these 
targetgroups – and how satisfied are you with them? 
 
  
Communication tools – e.g. slides, brochures, video, advertising etc 

 
One to one meetings – have no tools and some ppt that they make on their 
own 
Workshops, seminars, one to one meetings, ppts  
Only few slides from corporate used as they do not have regional 
perspective 

 
 
Comments on how well they work 

 
Average - could do better with regional perspective tools 
Quiet decent - they want some more success stories (content) 
Average – could do better with more visually appealing tools 

 
In Novozymes we have a certain way that we talk about ourselves and our offerings 
– how we communicate our corporate brand – what do you think is 
good/bad/missing about this story? 
 
 
Good 

Intraweb is good 
When we talk of our R&D capabilities & products 
Leadership stance 

 
 
Bad 
 

Sustainability is not really understood by all 
 
 
Missing 

 
Only global stories available – need Indian ones 
Oveall ”innovation company” theme  
LCA figures to be India based 

 
 
Should Novozymes be percieved as a Global company or a Glocal company (think 
global, local customization)? If the latter, where do your believe local customization 
is necessary…give examples. 
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Where, how and why should Novozymes make local customization of how we 
communicate about Novozymes and our offerings? 
 

Global with Academic Institutes & glocal with customers 
Because you cant push global solutions/products so for the ’products’ the 
communication should be glocal. 
An overall ’Global player with regional outlook’ especially in areas where 
we own the ’thought leadership’ 

 
When we talk about Rethink  Tomorrow it is often within the context of ’More with 
less’. How are using Rethink Tomorrow and are there more big themes that Rethink 
Tomorrow could encompass? Please give examples 
 
 
Thinks it’s a big ’high – level’. ’More with less’ sounds more like cost cutting. 

 
Suggested ’Doing things differently’ 
Good, happy with this. 
suggested’Doing things differently’ 
’Doing it right’ could be a good idea. 
Good. Fine with it.  

 
 
Name, background and role of interview-person 

 PZHO (Zhou Peng) Sales Director, Enzyme Business China 
 
Who are the top three target-audiences that you communicate with to reach your 
business goals? And why are they important? 
 
Target-group Why are they important? 
 

1. Customers and associations - Always prioritise 
2. Sales team - Necessary to ensure sales team understand sales 
targets on the right track and achieve business goals 
3. Other functions (non-sales) - Important to ensure those functions 
who have the common interests understand ”China 20” and give support 
by return 

 
How is Novozymes and our offerings currently percieved by these stakeholders? 
Positive, negative, neutral?  How is Novozymes differentiated in the eyes of the 
target-group? Why?   
  

Customers and associations: 
a. NZ is a friend who provide solutions 
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b. NZ is a strategic partner 
c. Resistant to partner with NZ 

 
Why do they have that perception? 
 

a. NZ makes clear statement and fulfill commitment 
b. NZ delivers customermised solutions, for e.g. Liby 
c. NZ is perceived as self own-oriented, other than customer-oriented 

(NZ is elegant with very limited listening and unserstanding of 
customers’ demands, e.g. The failure of Ondre Pro); Also, NZ is 
neither price competitive nor quick response (per a brewing 
cusomter survey by a consulting company hired externally); there is 
no ”one size fits all”. 

Sales team: 
 

a. NZ is a world leader in providing the enzyme technology and 
biological solutions that fit customers best 

b.    NZ is an international biological solution provider 
 
 
 
Why do they have that perception? 
 

a. Some teammates are proactive and initiative 
b. Others are passive and dim 

 
Would you like to change the stakeholders perception of Novozymes and our 
offerings? If so – how do you want them to see us? And why do you want to change 
the perception? 
 

The key is to work with partners for something substansive, depending 
on how much effort NZ makes, at which degree NZ invests to the 
partnership, and what unique value NZ delivers from cusomters’ 
perspective. E.g., NZ is a good suppiler of P&G, but not a strategic 
partner in R&D and co-branding. Good examples include NZ’s worldwide 
collaborations in bioenergy worldwide. 
 
Sales team: 
The previous tagline ”Unlock the Magic of Nature” is preferable 

 
Desired perception of Novozymes and our offerings 
 

Customers and associations: NZ is a strategic partner who understands 
them and provides customised solutions. 

 
Sales team: 
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The previous tagline ”Unlock the Magic of Nature” is preferable 
 

Why do you want to create new perception? 
 

Can NZ really ”Change the World”? This requires NZ becomes a real 
strategic partner to cusomters first and foremost  

 
What communication tools do you use to communicate about Novozymes to these 
targetgroups – and how satisfied are you with them? 
 

 Customers and associations: 
Sale materials (brochures, benefit sheets, posters, product range, 
advertisement, LOGO presents, etc.) 

 
Comments on how well they work 
  

Some of them are very outdated and antiquated, e.g. the Brewing 
materials need to be updated. 

 
What communication tools do you use to communicate about Novozymes to these 
targetgroups – and how satisfied are you with them? 
 

Sales team: 
Certificate of Analyses (COA), Application Sheet (AS), Material Safety 
Data Sheet (MSDS), etc. 

 
Comments on how well they work 
  

Heavy cumbersome and complex and time-consuming procedures for NZ 
Industry Product Group (IPG) to approve and issue related documents. 
Optimisation needed for process simplification and push Regional 
Marketing Managers (RMM) to make quick decision and activity. 
 

In Novozymes we have a certain way that we talk about ourselves and our offerings 
– how we communicate our corporate brand – what do you think is 
good/bad/missing about this story? 
 

Good: NZ’s messages of turning waste into value in a broad array of 
applications do make sense at customers 

 
Missing 
  

More fact-based LCA stories/cases/practices, in particular China local 
LCAs. 
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Should Novozymes be percieved as a Global company or a Glocal company (think 
global, local customization)? If the latter, where do your believe local customization 
is necessary…give examples. 
 

Being balanced and somewhere in the middle. Making global vision and 
local commitment. 
The pros for NZ are the worldwide bases and visions as a global 
company and foreign investment in China with +15-year local operation 
experience.  
There is no ”one size fits all” strategy or solution. NZ needs to be a good 
listerner in local markets first, and make plans after.  More 
empowerment needs to be given from NZ Industry Product Group (IPG) 
and Industry Strategy Group (ISG) to China. 

  
When we talk about Rethink  Tomorrow it is often within the context of ’More with 
less’. How are using Rethink Tomorrow and are there more big themes that Rethink 
Tomorrow could encompass? Please give examples 
 

Too abstract to give target groups (in particular customers and 
associations) a more concrete view of what NZ is doing when taling 
about ”Rethink Tomorrow” solely. Works well for existing customers 
and associations.  
  
 Like the three industry brands: Bioenergy, Food and Beverages, 
Household Care. But not often to see the three being used in the 
communications materials provided by Marketing Communications 

 
Name, background and role of interview-person 

Anders Glasdam Axelsen 
Head of Regional Marketing Asia Pacific (effective July 2010) 
  

 
Who are the top three target-audiences that you communicate with to reach your 
business goals?  
 
 Key customers and partners 
 
Why are they important? 
 

Apply new strategic account scheme to get a more clear picture of who are we 
key cusomters in China, have strong dialogues and create trust. This include all 
our existing key accounts such examples inlduce  Dacheng, COFCO, Liby, Nice, 
etc. 

 
Sales & CS (SCS) 
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Why are they important? 
 
A strategic align with Sales and Customers Solutions can help marketing better 
understand and service key customers and partners. 

 
R&D 
 

Why are they important? 
 

Need more cross work and mutual understanding between marketing and R&D. 
Getting R&D more involved in marketing plan. 

 
How is Novozymes and our offerings currently percieved by these stakeholders? 
Positive, negative, neutral?  How is Novozymes differentiated in the eyes of the 
target-group? Why? 
 
 Key customers and partners: 

Realisc 
Ethical 
Marketing leader 

 
 Sales & CS (SCS): 

Close partnering 
  
 R&D: 

Jointly work for new application areas 
 
 
Why do they have that perception? 
  
 The health business growth and long-term relationships 
 
Would you like to change the stakeholders perception of Novozymes and our 
offerings? If so – how do you want them to see us? And why do you want to change 
the perception? 
 
 Key customers and partners: 

Matched and satified. 
Per Cusomter Suvery’s feeback on marketing (undertaken by external consult  
agency). 
Customer Communications from Marketing has created a rich diversity of 
materials that meet the demands from marketing communication’s perspective. 
 
Sales & CS (SCS): 
Matched where marketing is recognised as professional, engaging, and able to 
deliver promises. 
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R&D: 
Good and could be better 
 

What communication tools do you use to communicate about Novozymes to these 
targetgroups – and how satisfied are you with them? 
  
 Key customers and partners: 

Various Communication materials, Industry magazines and editorials 
 
 Sales & CS (SCS): 

Marketing service catalogue 
 
 R&D: 

Marketing service catalogue 
 
In Novozymes we have a certain way that we talk about ourselves and our offerings 
– how we communicate our corporate brand – what do you think is 
good/bad/missing about this story? 
 
 Local relevance 
 
Should Novozymes be percieved as a Global company or a Glocal company (think 
global, local customization)? If the latter, where do your believe local customization 
is necessary…give examples 
 

Novozymes need to play from both ends – gaining local markets by having a 
global vision 

 
No need to be one single role. The reason is that, Novozymes is by the nature a 
global corporation and seeking local business growth 

  
The key thing is to getting a balance between global and local – that is being 
glocal 

 
When we talk about Rethink  Tomorrow it is often within the context of ’More with 
less’. How are using Rethink Tomorrow and are there more big themes that Rethink 
Tomorrow could encompass? Please give examples 
 

It shows Novozymes’ big ambitious and  great challenges ahead. It also protray 
Novozymes as a company who has a strong sense of responsibility to the world, 
its own value, and its sustainable development 

 
 


